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Due to the rising cost and scarcity of helium, new methods to ensure buoyancy for 
lighter-than-air vehicles (LTAVs) are being sought. One alternative under study uses 
an internal vacuum to reduce the weight to buoyancy ratio. It’s a novel approach; 
however, the vacuum presents challenges for the vehicle’s structure. The structure 
must have minimum mass while preventing buckling and excess stress throughout the 
frame and membrane. The structure under analysis is a hexakis icosahedron with a 
membrane covering. Achieving minimum mass involves optimizing the structure under 
the loading conditions. Finite-element analysis (FEA) and direct-search meth-ods are 
employed, providing an optimal design under various regimes. Specifically, ABAQUS ©
R is used as a FEA modeler, and mesh-adaptive direct search (MADS) is the 
optimization procedure. The goal of this research is to reduce the diameter of the 
vehicle using optimization techniques to a goal size of 31 inches (0.7874 meters). The 
smallest design to date has a diameter of 20 feet (6.096 meters). This research demon-
strates the feasibility of two designs, one at 15 feet (4.572 meters) and another at 4 feet 
(1.2192 meters). The problem formulation includes multiple black-box objectives and 
constraints. Results for a number of designs are presented and compared.
iv
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF A HEXAKIS ICOSAHEDRON VACUUM BASED
LIGHTER THAN AIR VEHICLE
I. Introduction
Structural optimization enhances the efficacy of a system by altering the size,
shape, and topology of the structure of an object under development. It is a tool
utilized by engineers and scientists to produce an object with certain characteristics,
such as minimal mass, minimized deflection, or other such design properties. Struc-
tural optimization utilizes a variety of optimization methods, including mathematical
programming and evolutionary methods, to determine the optimal thickness and loca-
tions of members to support loads at fixed points [2]. Analysis of complex structures is
particularly difficult because of corresponding complexity in the mathematical models
used in the analysis and optimization, often due to object size, complexity, granularity
of nodes, or complex force distributions. To overcome these difficulties, finite-element
analysis (FEA) or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) combined with optimization
algorithms are often utilized.
The optimization methods employed in structural design optimization are too nu-
merous to list exhaustively, but include gradient-based methods, evolutionary meth-
ods, and direct search. As an example of similar studies, in 2012 Gern produced
an analysis and optimization of a Hybrid Wing Body (HWB) design based on FEA
producing a variety of vehicle class sizes using the Nastran SOL200 suite [3]. Another
approach integrating FEA as the underlying modeler and direct search as the opti-
mizer was carried out by Parson [4]. Both of these cases begin with a FEA model, with
Parson using the computer-aided design (CAD) program ABAQUS R©, to indicate
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the nodes and forces on the item under design. The design variables and constraints
are defined by stresses, forces, deflections, and specific instance characteristics. The
underlying design is then optimized for the objective, usually minimum mass, using
the direct search algorithm, MADS (Mesh Adaptive Direct Search) developed by Au-
det and Dennis [5], and modified and enhanced by others. This thesis applies some
of the techniques explored by Parson on a unique structure, the hexakis icosahedron.
The specific instance of structural optimization examined is to minimize mass on a
hexakis icosahedron shaped vacuum lighter-than-air vehicle (LTAV). LTAVs maintain
lift through a buoyant force, commonly using an internal gas that is less dense than
air, such as helium or hydrogen, to displace the heavier air. The air displaced by the
vehicle must weigh more than the vehicle itself for positive buoyancy. A vacuum could
be used as a replacement to the internal gas, to provide a structure that displaces an
airmass greater than its weight. An internal vacuum is able to provide lift because
it has no mass and the containment structure displaces more air than it weighs. The
weight of a vacuum LTAV derives from the structure needed to maintain a vacuum
in a certain shape. The structure must be rigid to resist the internal forces yet light
enough to be positively buoyant. The driving factor behind vacuum LTAVs is the
decreasing availability of helium [6] and the diminishing stores of helium in United
States possession [1]. In addition, the Helium Stewardship Act of 2013 was passed
to help stabilize the market for helium [7] by conserving its use. Thus, an alternate
lifting force for LTAVs would correspondingly reduce demand for the gas. A hexakis
icosahedron is shown in Figure 1. This example structure has 62 vertices, 180 edges,
and consists of 120 scalene triangle faces.
The first reference to vacuum LTAVs was by Francesco Lana de Terzi in 1663 [8],
investigated further by Akhmeteli and Gavrilin [9]. De Terzi’s design used a copper
sphere. Unfortunately, such a design was not feasible with materials available at that
2
Figure 1. Hexakis Icosahedron [1]
time due to shell buckling and weight [1]. Even the best materials today still do not
attain the required specific modulus, also called specific stiffness, required to prevent
shell buckling for the sphere, which is estimated at 4.9×108 m2s−2 [1]. Figure 2 shows
the de Terzi design.
In 2005, Akhmeteli and Gavrilin developed a layered shell vacuum LTAV that
would prevent shell buckling [9]. However, this design cannot be manufactured with
current technology. Spheres are ideal for LTAVs because they maximize the amount
of internal volume for a given surface area. Instead of using a sphere, a near-sphere
geodesic shape could be used to provide a stronger structure. A design by Metlen in
2012 constructed the icosahedron design using cylindrical rods and a membrane skin
[10]. Using this initial design, Cranston developed a hexakis icosahedron to achieve
more robust weight-to-buoyant-force ratios while maintaining feasibility [1].
The primary attribute when investigating the structure of LTAVs is the weight-to-
buoyancy ratio. A value equal to 1 indicates a neutrally buoyant object, values greater
than 1 indicating negative buoyancy, and less than 1 for positive buoyancy. Figure 3
illustrates this buoyancy behavior. Investigations by Cranston demonstrated that the
3
Figure 2. Lana de Terzi’s Vacuum LTAV [1]
icosahedron design would not achieve the required weight-to-buoyancy ratio for the
payload and altitude desired for the vehicle. He shows that with current materials the
icosahedron design is not feasible due to altitude, c-ratio (beam thickness-to-radius
ratio), and the skin weight-to-buoyancy ratio. Feasible designs were found using a
radius in the range of 2.5 to 6 meters [1].
The method implemented to perform this task takes the forces applied to the
vehicle through ABAQUS R© to solve for the stresses and deflections at various points
of the structure. These results are used to compute the weight, buoyancy, maximum
stress on the membrane/frame, and maximum deflections of the membrane/frame.
The maximum stresses, deflections, and weights are used in an optimization method
that is iteratively driven by the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS) algorithm,
4
Figure 3. Buoyancy Diagram [1]
with the objective to minimize mass. The process is iterative, where the results from
MADS and ABAQUS R© are shared until a final design is reached through convergence
to an indicated minimum mass (i.e., within a specified tolerance). A more complete
description of MADS is given in Chapter II. The generic objective function for this
type of optimization problem is typically defined as
arg min
ω∈Ω
F = f(ω) (1)
with Ω as the design space and ω as a specific design vector [11]. Equation 1 states
that a function of the design vector should be minimized while ensuring the design
vector is in the design space, meaning that it is feasible with respect to all constraints.
As with any modeling analysis, some assumptions are made. The forces are as-
sumed to be sea-level pressures, because that is a practical force level a lighter-than-air
vehicle will encounter. If the vehicle does not float at sea-level, it will not float at
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other altitudes because the air density, and therefore the buoyancy of the structure,
decreases as altitude increases. The relationship between altitude, structure size, and
payload can be defined as
altitude ∝ structure size
payload
. (2)
The payload is defined as any mass not related to the structure of the vehicle. As
altitude increases, the air density decreases. Therefore, the size of the structure would
need to increase to maintain the same payload capacity. Any design must be able to
float at sea level if it is to float at any altitude, given the relationship in equation 2.
The objective does not have a readily available derivative because it is produced by
the finite-element analysis; thus, a derivative-free optimization methodology, such
as MADS, is appropriate. The only forces modeled on the vehicle are the vacuum-
induced loads because they are the main concern for producing feasible LTAVs. Any
environmental forces on the vehicle are not examined. Using the MADS optimiza-
tion tool and ABAQUS R© FEA solver, the minimum-mass structure of a hexakis
icosahedron vacuum LTAV is produced.
Two original problem formulations are developed. One formulation changes the
beam thickness, beam radius, and skin thickness to produce a minimum mass and
minimum deflection vehicle. The other formulation investigates the material densi-
ties required to achieve a floating vehicle of varying diameters. Constraints on the
manufacturing limitations, yield stresses, and ratio of beam thickness to beam radius
are included in both formulations.
These problem formulations transition away from current research in the vac-
uum LTAVs. Previous and current research in these structures sets the weight-to-
buoyancy ratio first and finds the beam and membrane geometries for the given ratio.
This methodology creates infeasible designs due to manufacturing limitations. The
6
methodology implemented in this research ensures all designs can be manufactured.
The subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. First, relevant re-
search in the areas of optimal design, mathematical optimization methods, derivative-
free optimization, and previous work in design and analysis of hexakis icosahedrons
are discussed in Chapter II. Methods of optimization and design, as they specifi-
cally apply to this research, are presented in Chapter III. Finally, the results of this




The work presented in this thesis is the optimization of the design of a new struc-
ture for a lighter-than-air vehicle (LTAV). Due to the complex nature of the structure,
a number of disciplines are involved in the execution of this work. This chapter sur-
veys the relevant literature of the areas required to carry out this research. Many
of these disciplines are quite broad; in no way is this literature review intended to
be exhaustive. Key references are cited as required, and others are included in the
bibliography for completeness.
2.1 Structural Design Optimization
Structural Optimization involves optimization of designs in solid (i.e., structural)
or fluid mechanics. Frequently the objective is to determine the minimum-weight
design for a particular type of structure subject to various manufacturing, design,
operational, and environmental constraints [12]. Problems of this nature, where the
components defining the optimization problem come from multiple disciplines, are of-
ten called multi-disciplinary optimization problems [13] [14]. The amount of time and
effort required for solving these types of problems depends heavily on the complexity
of the problem at hand, physically as well as mathematically.
In some cases, the design of an optimal structure can be solved as a linear pro-
gram. The details for such an approach are given by Vanderbei [2], as well as others.
Vanderbei shows that the structural design problem may be solved as a network-type
problem. The graph of the problem instance shows the nodes as the joints of the
structure with the arcs between nodes representing the members (beams). An exam-
ple structural design problem topology is shown in Figure 4. The forces on the object
are used to provide constraints for the underlying optimization problem, as the forces
8









uijxij = −bi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
The decision variables xij represent the force exerted on the points i and j by the
beam. The bi terms are the external loads applied to each node i. uij represents
the unit vector along each beam i, j with lij representing the length of the member.
Vanderbei assumes that the weight of the beam is directly proportional to its volume
and the density for each member is identical [2]. These assumptions are realistic in
that the density of a material does not change by a significant amount in each beam,
and beam weight increases as its size increases.
Figure 4. Example 2D Structural Design Problem
A true linear program is obtained by setting xij = x
+
ij−x−ij, where x+ij, x−ij ≥ 0. x+ij
is the tension force on the beam i, j and x−ij is the compression force. This substitution
9
results in removal of the absolute value found in the objective function.
Vanderbei’s formulation does not account for structural deflection at the nodes,
which could have a significant effect on a LTAV. These vehicles rely on maintaining
a certain volume to provide sufficient buoyant force. Therefore, any deflection of
a node could reduce the volume of the structure and ground the LTAV. Structures
built with non-metals, which includes most LTAVs, usually exhibit nonlinear behavior
because of structural deflection. Since this linear formulation does not account for
nonlinear effects, this type of optimization approach cannot be used for the hexakis
icosahedron. Thus, some other approach which accommodates the nonlinear concerns,
the number of members used in the structure, and the force distribution, must be
selected. The structural designs presented by Vanderbei are typically two-dimensional
because a three-dimensional object has a more complex force distribution. The loads
presented by the vacuum will not appear just at nodes, but rather carry across the
entire surface. Additionally, this linear approach to design optimization does not
account for a membrane covering a frame. The use of a membrane for containment
changes how each force applies to each node; forces are present along the beam,
not just concentrated at the nodes. The sections that follow address the selection
of appropriate methodologies for design of a hexakis icosahedron structure having
optimal performance characteristics.
2.2 Optimization Methods
Generally speaking, the field of optimization/mathematical programming is broad
and varied. Application areas include problems as diverse as vehicle routing, capital
budgeting, and network optimization problems. Texts such as Winston [15] and
Hillier and Lieberman [16] cover many of these areas in a broad sense. More detailed
theoretical and algorithmic coverage is given in Bazaraa, Sherali and Shetty [17],
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and in Bertsekas [18]. The text “Engineering Optimization:Theory and Practice”
by Rao [19] is a comprehensive, for the time it was written, presentation of the
theory and methods applicable to broad engineering problems, with an engineering-
oriented presentation. The entire field of optimization/mathematical programming
is not surveyed here; rather some methods and techniques that specifically apply to
structural design optimization problems are discussed.
Structural Optimization.
The structural design optimization problem involves establishing the “best” de-
sign when considering size, shape, or topology of the structure under analysis. The
objective may be to minimize mass or perhaps minimize displacement of some mem-
ber. The textbook by Arora, “Introduction to Optimum Design” [20], has been used
for many years as a fundamental introduction to the field of design optimization. Ma-
terial in that text describes the overall design process, and presents various methods
and techniques that are used to bring about the optimal design.
Various optimization methods have been applied to structural design problems.
The particular method generally depends on the the type of structure and its com-
plexity, the complexity of the underlying mathematical model, the type of approxi-
mation method (FEA, CFD, etc.), and the preference of the designer. That is, some
designers prefer derivative-based methods, some evolutionary methods, and others
optimum-seeking direct search.
As previously alluded, the design and optimization of structures frequently in-
volves solving problems modeled using nonlinear optimization models, for the objec-
tive and possibly the constraint(s). Thus, many of the algorithms applied to struc-
tural optimization problems are from the field of nonlinear programming. The “no
free lunch (NFL)” theorem (in search and optimization) of Wolpert and Macready,
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states, in loose terms, that no algorithm works equally well on all problems. This
is evidenced by the number of methods which exist for solving different classes of
optimization problems [21].
Certain optimization methods have been successfully applied to large-scale struc-
tural design problems. SQP (Successive Quadratic Programming) and SCP (Suc-
cessive Convex Programming) are two related methods that have been applied to a
variety of such structural design problems. Schittkowski, in collaboration with oth-
ers, has published widely in these areas [22] [23]. These SQP and SCP analyses have
included models where finite elements were used to approximate the underlying topol-
ogy of the structure. Abramson, in his 1994 thesis and subsequent journal article [24]
[25], used SQP with active-set modifications in the ASTROS environment to solve
structural design test problems significant for the time, giving better solutions in less
computational time than previously reported. Sriver, in his thesis, used SCP to solve
a similar suite of test problems to optimality for the first time [26].
SQP and SCP require derivative information, either analytically-derived, or ap-
proximated numerically. This is considered a disadvantage of these methods, al-
though the derivatives do provide useful information. Due to the complex nature of
the structural design problem, derivative information is typically not available. Thus,
derivative-free methods are often employed [11]. Some of these methods are evolu-
tionary, such as using a genetic algorithm [27] [28]. Other researchers have solved
these design problems by employing simulated annealing [29]. Derivative free opti-
mization is ideal for a structural design problem because the objective function is too
complex for many traditional methods.
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2.3 Direct Search
A main class of derivative-free optimization methods is direct search. One type
of direct search was presented by Hooke and Jeeves as a method to solve problems
faster than classical methods, considering a different set of assumptions that admitted
more types of functions (discrete, discontinuous, non-smooth, and others) [30]. Direct
search allows the user to alter problem formulations without the process of tuning
parameters as featured in evolutionary and heuristic methods. Direct search samples
the objective function at a finite number of points during each iteration and decides
where to move next based only on those objective function evaluations and a given
search strategy [11].
The basic direct search algorithm updates the decision variable vector using
xk+1 = xk + αksk
with α as the step size and s as the search direction. This method of searching the
solution space for the optimal design vector is extended by Audet. Audet [31] provides
the general algorithm for direct search: initialization, search and poll, and parameter
update. Similar to other search algorithms, an initialization step is required to set
algorithm tolerances and parameters and provide the choice of an initial solution
vector. The polling step involves local searches in multiple directions off the current
solution vector (e.g. local exploration). This process is performed iteratively to
produce a final solution vector that satisfies the constraints and optimizes the specified
objective function.
The search step evaluates the function at a set number of points that can be
user-defined. This step is not required for convergence properties, but can be used
practically to speed up the convergence of the algorithm [11]. The poll step is only
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used if the search step is unsuccessful; it evaluates the function at points in the poll set.
The poll set is defined in Algorithm 1. The poll step is used to ensure the objective
function improves (decreases) and the algorithm is converging. A description for a
directional direct-search method is shown in Algorithm 1 [11]. The poll step performs
at most |Dk| function evaluations and the stopping criteria is based on some αtol for
a chosen toleration in the step-size parameter.
Algorithm 1 Directional Direct-Search Method
Initialization: Choose x0, α0 > 0, 0 < β1 ≤ β2 < 1, and γ ≥ 1. Let D be a set of
positive bases.
for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . do
Search Step: Try to compute a point with f(x) < f(xk) by evaluating the
function f at a finite number of points. If such a point is found, then set xk+1 = x,
declare the iteration and the search step successful, and skip the poll step.
Poll Step: Choose a positive basis Dk from the set D. Order the poll step
Pk = {xk + αkd : d ∈ Dk}. Start evaluating f at the poll points following the
chosen order. If a poll point xk + αkdk is found such that f(xk + αkdk) < f(xk),
then stop polling, set xk+1 = xk +αkdk, and declare the iteration and the poll step
successful. Otherwise, declare the iteration (and the poll step) unsuccessful and set
xk+1 = xk.
Mesh Parameter Update: If the iteration was successful, then maintain or
increase the step size parameter: αk+1 ∈ [αk, γαk]. Otherwise, decrease the step
size parameter: αk+1 ∈ [β1αk, β2αk].
end for
The step size parameter, α, converges to zero as the optimization progresses and
the vector x converges to the global optimum. These results are guaranteed with the
positive basis Dk and if the function has some differential properties [11].
An illustration of Direct Search is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the initial
solution and two search points. The search points do not indicate improvement in
the objective function value, so the poll step is conducted. The poll step is shown
in Figure 5b. The poll points are chosen using a set step size and a vector from the
positive basis. None of the poll points improve the objective function, so the step size
parameter is decreased to bring the poll points closer to the current best solution,
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shown in Figure 5c. If the iteration is successful at finding a better solution, the step
size stays the same or increases to search a broader area.
(a) Initialize and Search
(b) Poll
(c) Refine Mesh
Figure 5. Visualization of Direct Search/MADS
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An example problem using this algorithm is now demonstrated. Let the problem
be defined as




First, choose x0, α0 > 0, 0 < β1 ≤ β2 < 1, and γ ≥ 1 as described in Algorithm 1.
Let x0 = (0, 0), α0 = 1, β1 = 0.1, β2 = 0.5 and γ = 2. The initial solution evaluates
as f(x0) = −1. Next, execute two search points at x(1)0 = (1, 0) and x
(2)
0 = (0, 1).
f(x
(1)
0 ) = −4 and f(x
(2)
0 ) = 7, so this search step is successful. The current solution
is at x1 = x
(1)
0 . Now increase the step-size parameter to α1 = 2 using γ = 2. Proceed





This basis will be used for all poll steps. Order the poll step, x
(1)
1 = (1+2∗1, 0+2∗0) =
(3, 0) and x
(2)
1 = (1+2∗0, 0+2∗1) = (1, 2). f(x
(1)
1 ) = −4 and f(x
(2)
1 ) = 10, therefore
stop polling and declare this iteration unsuccessful. The iteration is unsuccessful
because the objective value has not been improved (decreased). The current solution
is x1 = x
(1)
0 .
Decrease the step-size parameter using β2 = 0.5 giving the new step size parameter
α2 = 1. The next poll step begins, with x
(3)
1 = (2, 0) and x
(4)
1 = (1, 1). f(x
(3)
1 ) = −5,
so this iteration is successful because an improved objective value has been found and
x
(4)
1 is not evaluated. The step size parameter is increased to α3 = 2 with the current
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solution as x2 = x
(3)
1 . The next two poll points are x
(1)
2 = (4, 0) and x
(2)
2 = (2, 2).
f(x
(1)
2 ) = −1 and f(x
(2)
2 ) = 5, therefore this iteration is unsuccessful and the step-size
parameter is reduced to α4 = 0.2 using β1 = 0.1.




2 with locations (2.2, 0) and (2, 0.2).
The objective function values are −4.69 and −4.36 respectively for these poll points.
This iteration is unsuccessful, so the step size parameter is reduced again to α5 = 0.02.
This parameter is approaching zero, and the global minimum will be found at (2, 0),
as can be seen by inspection of the objective function. A summary of the steps and
results for this example are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Direct Search Example Problem Steps and Results
Step Step Type x f(x)
0 Initial (0, 0) −1
1 Search (1, 0) −4
2 Search (0, 1) 7
3 Poll (3, 0) −4
4 Poll (1, 2) 10
5 Poll (2, 0) −5
7 Poll (4, 0) −1
8 Poll (2, 2) 5
9 Poll (2.2, 0) −4.69
10 Poll (2, 0.2) −4.36
A special instance of direct search, namely Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS)
is presented in the following section and is the algorithm implemented for this re-
search.
Mesh Adaptive Direct Search.
In 2012, Parson optimized a flapping-wing structure using a FEA representation of
the structure, and Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS) as the optimization engine
[4]. The results of the optimization analysis provided a structure that maintained
certain structural and performance characteristics, while minimizing mass. The work
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in this thesis follows a similar direction, but with a completely different structural
configuration. The following section details the MADS methodology.
The method selected for use in this research is the MADS methodology. Mesh
Adaptive Direct Search (MADS), developed by Audet and Dennis, extends the an-
alytic logic of the fundamental Generalized Pattern Search methodology to include
search over a specified search mesh [5]. That is, MADS introduces a search mesh into
Algorithm 1 where the mesh is defined as
Mk =
{
xk + αkDu : u ∈ Z|D|+
}
(3)
where D is allowed to be an infinite set of positive bases, but in practice is a finite set.
Additionally, MADS forces the search and poll steps from Algorithm 1 to only evaluate
points in Mk. The step size parameter is updated using the following procedure:
Choose a rational number τ > 1, a nonnegative integer m+ ≥ 0, and a negative
integer m− ≤ −1. If the iteration is successful, the step size parameter is updated
by αk+1 = τ
m+k αk with m
+
k ∈ {0, . . . ,m+}. Otherwise, the parameter updates by
αk+1 = τ
m−k αk with m
−
k ∈ {m−, . . . ,−1}. The step size parameter rules above match
the rules of Algorithm 1 as β1 = τ
m−k , β2 = τ
−1, and γ = τm
+
k . This procedure ensures
strong convergence properties for the MADS approach.
MADS is capable of achieving global convergence for nonsmooth functions pro-
vided the function is Lipschitz continuous near the optimal solution [11] [5]. As the
algorithm progresses, the poll points eventually fail to find improving solutions and
the mesh is refined. As the mesh refines, the step size α converges to zero. The limit
point of this sequence is the solution vector x∗, called the refining direction for x. This
limit point has f o(x∗; v) ≥ 0 for all refining directions v [11]. The special function
used here is a generalized directional derivative, where the Clarke calculus is used
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to produce these generalized directional derivatives. They approximate the function
partial derivatives, the gradient, at a point [32]. With the directional derivatives all
positive, the function must be at the global minimum.
The convergence of MADS has been discussed by Torczon and Abramson. Torczon
describes that for nonlinear programming, global convergence means that the solution
found is optimal at the first-order from any starting point. She continues that it is
difficult to prove second-order convergence results without a derivative structure, but
algorithms usually find good local minimums [33]. However, Abramson and Audet
were able to prove that MADS converges to second-order stationary points [34]. The
convergence proof depends on using an increasing number of poll directions for each
iteration, which is not practical. To remedy this, specific implementations of MADS
are used, such as LTMADS or OrthoMADS, that choose a subset of the poll directions
in each iteration. General convergence is not guaranteed but the algorithm converges
in the long run with probability 1 [34]. Abramson and Audet do state that although
this convergence property is weaker, it still works in practice.
MADS was further investigated by Abramson, who demonstrated the algorithm
could be formulated for mixed variable problems [35]. Abramson also developed an
instance of MADS that uses orthogonal polling directions chosen deterministically
[36]. OrthoMADS was used as the MADS instance for this research. OrthoMADS
chooses the poll directions without uncertainty (as opposed to LTMADS) and the
poll directions are orthogonal to each other, as the name infers [36]. The concepts
of MADS have been extended to handle multi-objective formulations using a Pareto
front [37], as well as stochastic cases [38]. Surrogate and sampling strategies have
also been added to the basic MADS code [39].
Some applications addressed using MADS include optimizing the number and
placement of injectors in a scramjet fuel injection array [40] and structure determi-
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nation of nanomaterials [41]. The applications of the algorithm are varied due to its
generality. Unlike a typical heuristic algorithm, MADS is provably convergent and
does not have parameters that must be adjusted for a particular problem type. In ad-
dition, MADS is able to optimize multi-objective problems by considering a series of
single-objective problems and generating a Pareto front [37]. The Pareto front is used
to find the best solution possible given multiple objectives by identifying dominant
solutions. Because of its convergence properties and ability to handle derivative-free
results derived from computer simulations, MADS is the algorithm of choice used in
this research to optimize the hexakis icosahedron.
2.4 Previous Work on Vacuum LTAVs
With the optimization algorithm decided for this research, the remainder of the
literature review is a summary of prior work done addressing vacuum LTAVs. The
initial study was conducted by Metlen, who investigated the feasibility of vacuum
LTAVs as an alternative to traditional airframes [10]. He determined that a geodesic
shape is required to achieve the desired weight-to-buoyancy ratio and looked into
using an icosahedron. Adorno-Rodriguez started with the icosahedron and evaluated
the design further. He investigated the size and shape of the beams and characterized
the benefits of the membrane and material properties [42].
Cranston used design of experiments (DOE) techniques to investigate possible
optimal designs of icosahedron and hexakis icosahedron vehicles. As stated in Chapter
I, Cranston expanded upon the icosahedron design proposed by Metlen. He shows
that the generic icosahedron was not feasible for a vacuum lighter-than-air vehicle
(VLTAV) but a hexakis icosahedron has the weight-buoyancy ratio required. Cranston
was able to produce two designs, one optimized for maximum payload and one for
minimum vehicle radius [1]. These designs have diameters in excess of 20 feet (6.096
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meters).
The primary measure of a LTAV is the weight-to-buoyancy ratio. The weight-
to-buoyancy ratio is calculated as shown in Equation 4. Vs is the volume the skin,
Vf is the volume of the frame, and ρs and ρf are the density of the skin and frame,
respectively. Vi is the initial volume of the vehicle with Vr as the reduced volume




Vsρs + Vfρf + (Vi − Vr)ρair, i
(Vi − Vr)ρair, o
(4)
Another measure utilized in this research is the c-ratio, which is a ratio of the
beam thickness to the beam radius. Cranston states that the c-ratio must be greater
than 0.02 to prevent local buckling [1]. The c-ratio is best when its value is minimal
because the moment of inertia for the beam increases as the thickness decreases. The
two boundary conditions used for the structure to allow the FEA solver to complete its
analysis are forcing two opposite nodes, top and bottom, to have zero displacement.
These conditions force the structure to have symmetrical stress and displacement,
which is representative of what the structure would encounter in use. Figure 6 shows
this boundary condition.
Figure 6. Boundary Conditions [1]
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2.5 Summary
Due to the complexity of the structure, and the lack of readily-available derivative
information, the use of a derivative-free optimization method is indicated. Previous
use of the MADS methodology on problems of this nature further reinforced the
decision to use this approach for the optimization engine. FEA, employed through
ABAQUS R©, is used to analyze the structure and provide accurate stress and de-
flection information, leading to establishing a minimum-mass design of the hexakis
icosahedron LTAV.
In Chapter III, the specifics of the hexakis icosahedron and the MADS algorithm
as related to this specific design problem are discussed. The problem formulations,
MADS coding, and ABAQUS R© calls are detailed.
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III. Methodology
This chapter presents the algorithms used in this analysis, including the specific
coding and modifications required to optimally design a hexakis icosahedron, subject
to various operating conditions. It builds on the methods suggested from Chapter II
and details the development of the FEA models, as well as the optimization as im-
plemented via MADS.
3.1 Problem Formulations
Two types of problems were run using the MADS code. One type of problem
focuses on optimizing the beam and skin geometry of the hexakis (referred to as
Problem Type One), while the second problem type considers the material densities
required to achieve a floating hexakis given a specified radius (referred to as Problem
Type Two). For Problem Type One, the formulation for the hexakis icosahedron for an
optimal structure given material properties, diameter, and altitude can be expressed
as follows. Let x1 = beam radius, x2 = beam thickness, and x3 = skin thickness, all
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0.02x1 − x2 ≤ 0
−0.025x1 + x2 ≤ 0
x1 ≥ 0.0002 meters
x2 ≥ 0.0002 meters
x3 ≥ 0.0002 meters
The first two constraints are non-linear and handle the stress limits of the struc-
ture. Von Mises stress is used to handle the principal stress loads and account for the
greatest stress at a node. The next two conditions are based on the c-ratio (beam
thickness/beam radius) values stated by Cranston [1]. This ensures the beam has a
sufficient bending moment of inertia and avoids a region of local buckling. The c-ratio
must be in the interval [0.02, 0.025]. The last three constraints are manufacturing lim-
itations [1], which prevent the optimal solution from including material that cannot
be manufactured. The manufacturing process has a resolution limit that bounds the
size of the beam to be produced.
Three objectives are used to meet the requirements for the vacuum LTAV. The
structure must have minimum mass to achieve a desired weight-to-buoyancy ratio.
Also, the structure must be compliant, represented as a function of the displacement
of the frame and the membrane. The displacement objectives are not considered if
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the design does not float. These objectives are functions of the decision variables but
the functions themselves are treated as “black-box”. The stress and deflection of the
structure is computed in ABAQUS R© and these values form the objective function
values for deflection, the maximum stress on the frame and membrane for the non-
linear constraints, as well as determining the final volume of the vehicle to solve for
buoyancy.
The materials used for the frame and the membrane are held constant for this
problem formulation. A carbon nanotube composite (CNT) is used as the frame and
Spectra 1000 is used for the membrane. The properties for these materials are shown
in Table 2 [42].










CNT 1250 0.33 293 3.8
Spectra 970 0.33 172 3.0
The second type of problem formulation uses a given altitude, radius, beam struc-
ture, and some material properties to optimize the structure by maximizing material
density. This problem type is designed to determine the material densities required to
create certain vehicle sizes under current manufacturing limitations. The set material
properties used for the skin and frame are:
Table 3. Problem Formulation Type Two Material Properties
Poisson’s Ratio Modulus of Elasticity (GPa) Yield Stress (GPa)
0.33 100 3.0
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Let x1 = Frame Density and x2 = Skin Density with the densities in kg/m
3. The












x1 − x2 ≤ 10
x1 − x2 ≥ −10
10 ≤ x1 ≤ 1000
10 ≤ x2 ≤ 1000
As in the first problem formulation, the stress constraints are present. The primary
objective of the first problem formulation, minimizing weight divided by buoyancy,
becomes a nonlinear constraint in this problem to force designs that float. The linear
constraints are present to ensure that the skin and frame density have a maximum
difference of 10 kg/m3. This prevents the optimizer from forcing the frame density to
near zero because the frame composes at least 70% of the total weight of the structure
with designs under 20 feet (6.096 meters) in diameter. The densities are allowed to
vary between 10 and 1000 kg/m3.
The manufacturing limitations and c-ratio constraint from Problem Type One are
implemented in this formulation by setting the beam radius, beam thickness, and skin
thickness of the vehicle at the start of the optimization. With small diameter designs,
the absolute manufacturing limits with the c-ratio considerations are implemented.
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These limits are a beam radius of 8 millimeters, a beam thickness of 0.2 millimeters,
and a skin thickness of 0.2 millimeters. Increases in diameter also forced these values
to increase. These values are shown in Table 4 in Chapter IV. Without increasing
the beam radius, beam thickness, and skin thickness, the FEA does not converge to
a solution.
The constraint set does not directly account for the beam brittleness and modulus
of elasticity in either formulation. These material properties are incorporated into
the FEA model. The feasibility of the structure due to deflection is also left for the
FEA model to determine.
3.2 MADS Code
The specifics of the Mesh Adaptive Direct Search (MADS) algorithm are now
discussed. As mentioned in Algorithm 1, certain parameters are needed to run MADS.
These parameters increase or decrease the size of the mesh based on the movement
toward the solution. For this research, the refining factor is 0.5 and the coarsening
factor is 2.0 for the mesh update parameters. This means when a better solution is
found in the search or poll steps, the mesh doubles in size and when a better solution
does not exist, the mesh is reduced by half.
MADS is based off the direct search algorithm, therefore stopping criteria are
required to terminate the process. One criterion is an “indifference zone” on the
objective space; this defines a kind of sensitivity to precision in the solution values.
The indifference zone for the objective values is the range of the objective space
divided by 10 for each objective. A larger zone enables faster convergence, but may
fail to find good solutions. The second criterion is a limit on the number of search
and poll points. Five points are used in the search step and forty points are used in
the poll step. These values are driven by the time required for one iteration of the
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solver, approximately 15 minutes for each step.
Direct search methods require an initial solution. An initial solution is chosen at
or near the lower limits on the decision variables. The procedure is halted if the initial
solution does not have a weight-to-buoyancy ratio of less than 1 because any variation
in decision variables would necessarily increase the weight of the structure. The initial
solution values have to be increased for larger diameter vehicles because a solution in
the FEA could not be reached with the specified manufacturing minimums.
The specific code implementation of MADS used is nMADS, which handles mul-
tiple objectives. nMADS splits the optimization process into two steps. First, the
solver identifies the utopia point, wherein each objective is minimized. This step pro-
vides a point on the Pareto front for each objective in the formulation. This single
objective solver is called NOMADm. Next, points are found to fill the gaps in the
Pareto front; in this case 50 points are allocated to fill in the gaps of the Pareto front.
For the problems run in this research, however, the Pareto front is rarely generated
due to the limited range of valid solutions based on the weight-to-buoyancy ratio (a
very tight constraint). nMADS is used for both problem types as both have multiple
objectives.
Testing reveals the optimization code is very sensitive to initial conditions with
large diameter vehicles. This sensitivity stems from the limited search and poll points
used in the solver. If additional search and poll points are allocated to MADS, any
initial condition converges to the same optimal point. To fix this issue, if a run of
MADS produces poor results, the best result found is the initial condition for another
run with the previous points kept in memory. This allows the optimizer to find good
solutions while avoiding computational effort on previous decision vectors already
examined.
Some segments of the nMADS code are shown in Appendix A. In A.7, the number
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of objectives, search points, poll points, indifference zone, and initial conditions are
specified. The number of objectives and initial conditions changes based on the
problem type. A.8 lists the linear constraints of each problem type. A.9 describes
the code that calls the A.1 or A.2 file based on problem type. This file also outputs
data to the MATLAB window to observe the progress of the code as it runs. A.10 is
the MATLAB function that gives the objective functions and nonlinear constraints
to the nMADS solver. A.13 shows a section of the Python script that creates data
files for the stress and deflection values.
3.3 ABAQUS R© Calls
Finite-element methods can be simplified conceptually using linear algebra. In a
structural mechanics case, as in this research, the FEA solver is to compute a vector u
such that A(u)×u = b, where u is nodal displacement, A(u) is the element stiffness
matrix, and b is the mechanical force vector [43]. Since the analysis of the hexakis
icosahedron is nonlinear, due to the displacement of the membrane being larger in
magnitude than the thickness of the membrane, the FEA solver attempts to find a
vector u such that A(u) × u − b = 0. This becomes a root finding problem that is
sensitive to step size for convergence and run-time properties.
FEA solvers require boundary conditions to solve for displacements and stresses.
Boundary condition three (BC3) from previous work in the vacuum LTAVs was used
for this FEA [42]. This boundary condition places a restriction on the displacement
of a top and bottom node to zero, ensuring symmetry of force and deflection on
the object. The symmetrical loading condition is what the object would most likely
experience in flight.
ABAQUS R© allows for multiple cores and variable memory to be used in its
analysis. With 10 cores at 3 GHz and 24 GB of RAM, problem instances took about
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15 minutes to run. A.1 describes the parts of the setup file for the FEA when running
Problem Type One. A.2 is the setup file for Problem Type Two. These files show
how we implement the material properties, the type of FEA analysis, and how the
iteration is recorded in a text file.
The output of the analysis is found using the functions in A.5 and A.6. We consider
a payload weight in the analysis and this weight is included in the weight-to-buoyancy
ratio as seen in A.6. A.5 demonstrates that if the 100 iterations in ABAQUS R© fail
to converge to an answer, the FEA is halted and the output variables are set to create
objective values of infinity. This moves the optimizer away from that region of the
design space and prevents using computing time to create output files for a null result.
Some factors in the FEA code are kept constant for this analysis. Individual beams
are not adjustable, due to manufacturing constraints. We assume a uniform beam
radius and thickness for all beams in the hexakis icosahedron. The FEA method used
for the research is a Static General step with automatic increments with the addition
of nonlinear effects. Nonlinear theory applies to the hexakis because the displacement
of the membrane is greater than the thickness of the membrane. This step type is
used for both problem types. The increment used was 10−2 for all runs.
3.4 High Performance Computing (HPC)
The Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) sponsors a Department of Defense
(DoD) Supercomputing Resource Center (DSRC). With the hexakis icosahedron prob-
lem taking 15 to 20 minutes per iteration, the high performance computing (HPC)
offered by the DSRC provides an option to solve these problems. HPC, typically
referred to as a supercomputer, is able to run many more search and poll steps than
a normal desktop computer in a shorter amount of time. The thunder platform with
one node (36 cores) is used for this research.
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The thunder platform interfaces with the optimization code using a different pro-
cess in comparison to a Windows desktop machine. Only the ABAQUS R© input
file is required to run the FEA. A.3 and A.4 are generated by combining previous
MATLAB files together from a typical desktop run. A.3, the setup file for the HPC,
produces an input file for ABAQUS R© that can be read on the HPC. A.4, the results
file, calculates the displacements, stress, and weight-to-buoyancy using the output
database returned from the HPC. Parts of the Python scripts used in the creation of
the input file and for getting results are shown in A.11 and A.12, respectively. This
setup allows the user to run one vehicle instance at a time on the HPC. Running the
entire nMADS code structure is currently being developed.
3.5 Program Flow and Summary
The coding diagram is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 8 is represented in
Figure 7 as the ABAQUS FEA box. For both problem types the process is identical.
First, the initial conditions of the design vector, search points, and poll points are
provided to MADS. Then, MADS sends the current design vector to the ABAQUS
MATLAB files. These files represent the characteristics of the vehicle in an input file,
send the input file to the ABAQUS R© solver, and receive the results of the analysis.
These results are sent back to MADS, wherein the next design vector is determined.
The process continues until one of the stopping criteria is met.
This chapter provided the details of the implementation and integration of the
various methodological components used to carry out the design analysis of the hex-
akis icosahedron LTAV being studied. In Chapter IV, the results of this methodology
are shown and compared for both problem types.
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Figure 8. ABAQUS Flow
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IV. Results and Discussion
The results of the analysis for each problem type are presented in this chapter.
These results follow from the methodology previously described. Problem Type One
results are discussed first, followed by Problem Type Two. A new material for the
membrane is examined, and the analysis of this updated design is shown at the end
of the chapter.
4.1 Problem Type One - Beam and Membrane Optimization
For the first problem type, the decision variables are beam radius, beam thick-
ness, and skin thickness. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) constitute the frame material
with Spectra as the membrane for all-diameter vehicles. Other design particulars are
presented as varied.
One-Foot Design.
The initial design under analysis has a one-foot (0.3048 meter) diameter. With
a one-foot (0.3048 meter) diameter structure, very little buoyancy exists because the
vehicle displaces such a small quantity of air. Therefore, the initial solution to the
optimization begins at the manufacturing limits to determine if the one-foot (0.3048
meter) diameter is even feasible. If the manufacturing limits on the beam geometry
and skin geometry do not produce a feasible design in terms of weight-to-buoyancy,
this size vehicle cannot be made with the CNT frame and Spectra membrane because
the structural weight cannot be reduced. Figures 9 and 10 show the stress and
deflection results for the one-foot vehicle.
The one-foot (0.3048 meter) diameter hexakis meets the stress limits given the
inputs; however, the design has a very high weight-to-buoyancy ratio. The material
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Figure 9. One-Foot (0.3048 Meters) Diameter Stress Results
used to create the structure returns a weight-to-buoyancy ratio of 15.3227. This
means that with the materials chosen and manufacturing limits, a one-foot (0.3048
meter) diameter hexakis is not feasible. The buoyancy produced is in the order of ten
grams while the structure weighs 217 grams. The disparity between the buoyancy and
weight indicates that a much larger vehicle is required to achieve a weight-to-buoyancy
ratio less than 1.
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Figure 10. One-Foot (0.3048 Meters) Diameter Displacement Results
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Four-Foot Design.
The diameter of the hexakis is now set as four feet (1.2192 meter) to check for
positive buoyancy. Again, the structure is tested at manufacturing limits to establish
if the design is even feasible. The stress and displacement are shown in Figures 11
and 12, respectively.
The weight-to-buoyancy ratio is 1.6263, still too large to produce a floating struc-
ture. The weight of the structure is 1.4 kilograms with 700 grams each for the frame
and skin material. The buoyancy is about 890 grams.
Figure 11. Four Foot (1.2192 Meters) Diameter Stress Results
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Figure 12. Four Foot (1.2192 Meters) Diameter Displacement Results
Ten-Foot Design.
The decrease in weight-to-buoyancy from the one-foot (0.3048 meter) design to
the four-foot (1.2192 meter) design indicates a feasible design is being approached.
However, the diameter of the vehicle has to be increased to ten feet (3.048 meters) to
handle the extra beam and skin material. At a vehicle radius of ten feet (3.048 meters),
the beam radius is increased to produce designs that would solve in ABAQUS R©.
Designs at the manufacturing limits do not converge, most likely due to the deflections
of the materials being too large. The initial solution is then set as the skin thickness
at its manufacturing tolerance, the beam radius at 0.1 meters, and the beam thickness
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at 0.002 meters to account for the c-ratio constraint.
Using the optimization code, the best weight-to-buoyancy ratio is found. For
the ten-foot design (3.048 meters), the weight-to-buoyancy is 1.4352 with a beam
radius of 0.02676 meters, a beam thickness of 0.00054 meters, and a skin thickness of
0.0002 meters. The stress and deflection maximums increase, but are still feasible, as
demonstrated in Figures 13 and 14.
Figure 13. Ten Foot (3.0480 Meters) Diameter Stress Results
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Figure 14. Ten Foot (3.0480 Meters) Diameter Displacement Results
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Fifteen-Foot Design.
The next diameter investigated is fifteen feet (4.5720 meter). With this design, it is
observed that the problem is very sensitive to the initial solution provided. When the
optimization starts with an initial condition identical to the ten foot (3.0480 meter)
design, the optimization code converges to a suboptimal answer. This sensitivity may
be due to the low number of search and poll points performed in the optimization
process or convergence to a local optimal. A small number of points is used because
of the time required to perform one iteration (about 20 minutes).
A feasible and good design is found using an initial condition of 0.05 meters as
the beam radius, 0.001 meters as the beam thickness, and 0.0002 meters as the skin
thickness. A weight-to-buoyancy of 0.9907 is achieved with a final beam radius of
0.0302 meters, beam thickness of 0.000678 meters, and skin thickness of 0.000255
meters. This design meets the required stress and deflection conditions and floats at
sea level. The stress and deflection values are shown in Figures 15 and 16.
The frame mass for this design is 32.6 kilograms with a skin weight of 13.9 kilo-
grams and a buoyancy of 46.9 kg. The maximum frame deflection is 26.6 millimeters
and the maximum skin deflection is 58.5 millimeters. The maximum frame and skin
stresses are 3.3× 109 Pascals and 1.93× 109 Pascals respectively. The maximum alti-
tude that can be obtained with this vehicle is 310 feet (95 meters) without a payload.
At sea level, the structure can support up to 400 grams.
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Figure 15. Fifteen Foot (4.5720 Meters) Diameter Stress Results
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Figure 16. Fifteen Foot (4.5720 Meters) Diameter Displacement Results
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Summary of Problem Type One.
The optimization using the Problem Type One formulation confirmed Cranston’s
findings that a hexakis icosahedron needs to have a large diameter to float when
composed of a frame of CNTs and a membrane of Spectra. It is desired to find
smaller designs, so an investigation into the material density required to have viable
small-diameters is conducted. This leads to the investigation of Problem Type Two.
4.2 Problem Type Two - Material Optimization
This problem formulation changes the material densities to generate a feasible
design for a specified radius. The objectives in this problem are to maximize density
such that the constraints are met. Vehicle designs of one-foot (0.3048 m), two feet
(0.6096 m), five feet (1.5240 m), and ten feet (3.048 m) are examined. The results
are shown in Figures 17 through 20. Each figure gives the beam and skin geometry
values along with the altitude. As previously discussed, with large vehicle diameters
the beams have to be increased in size for the FEA solution to converge. No payload
is considered for this analysis.
These figures indicate the relationship between density and weight-to-buoyancy is
linear. The linear relationship is appropriate when examining Equation 4 on page 21.
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Figure 17. One-Foot (0.3048 Meters) Diameter Material Property Results (Beam Radius = 0.0080
Meters, Beam Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Skin Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Altitude = 0 Meters)
Figure 18. Two Foot (0.6096 Meters) Diameter Material Property Results (Beam Radius = 0.0080
Meters, Beam Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Skin Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Altitude = 0 Meters)
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Figure 19. Five Foot (1.5240 Meters) Diameter Material Property Results (Beam Radius = 0.0120
Meters, Beam Thickness = 0.0003 Meters, Skin Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Altitude = 0 Meters)
Figure 20. Ten Foot (3.048 Meters) Diameter Material Property Results (Beam Radius = 0.0250
Meters, Beam Thickness = 0.0005 Meters, Skin Thickness = 0.0002 Meters, Altitude = 0 Meters)
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Summary of Problem Type Two.
The results of the material optimization are shown more concisely in Table 4. The
density required for floating vehicles decreases as vehicle diameter decreases. The
column for density required for a weight-to-buoyancy ratio less than 1 is given for
designs that can support a small payload. These densities are identical for the frame
and skin material. It should be noted that changes in the manufacturing capabilities
would alter these results.


















1, 0.3048 8 0.2 0.2 75 55
2, 0.6096 8 0.2 0.2 225 165
5, 1.524 12 0.3 0.2 620 430
10, 3.048 25 0.5 0.2 880 620
The results show that the density of materials is the primary factor in creating
LTAVs. With the current manufacturing limitations and material densities, the ve-
hicle sizes here remain infeasible. Therefore, new materials need to be considered for
the frame or membrane. After consultation with the Air Force Research Laboratory,
graphene is chosen as a contender for the membrane material due to its manufacturing
capability and strength.
4.3 Problem Type One - Graphene
With the skin material changing to graphene, the manufacturing limits on the
skin thickness and the sizing of the vehicles changes dramatically. Graphene has a
minimum skin thickness of 0.33 nanometers, compared to Spectra’s 0.2 millimeters.
Graphene’s properties are shown in Table 5. Graphene is more dense than Spectra and
has a lower specific strength, but can be manufactured much thinner. This reduces
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the weight of the vehicle to essentially just the frame. The lower specific strength is
accounted for by having the membrane include multiple layers of graphene.









2000 0.10 500 50
Using graphene as the membrane material, the Problem Type One formulation
is used to find an optimal vehicle. The only change in the formulation is the skin
thickness constraint. A diameter of four feet (1.2192 meter) is used for this vehicle.
The diameter is chosen through experimentation. Smaller diameters were attempted,
but the weight-to-buoyancy ratio did not produce a positively buoyant design until
the diameter increased to four feet (1.2192 meters). For this design, the beam radius
is 8 millimeters with a beam thickness of 0.2 millimeters. The skin thickness is 500
nanometers. The stress and deflection results for the graphene hexakis icosahedron
are shown in Figures 21 and 22.
The maximum frame stress is 3.33× 109 Pascals and the maximum skin stress is
2.25 × 1010 Pascals. Those stresses are 88% and 45% of the material yield stresses
respectively. The maximum frame deflection is 7.5 millimeters along with a maximum
skin deflection of 26.9 millimeters. The weight of the frame is 0.6771 kilograms and
the weight of the graphene membrane is 0.004 kilograms for this vehicle. The design
has a weight-to-buoyancy ratio of 0.7654, indicating a payload can be added to the
vehicle.
Investigations into the payload capacity and altitude limits are conducted on the
graphene hexakis icosahedron. Due to the difference between the weight and buoyancy
of the vehicle, the payload has a maximum weight of 200 grams. Without a payload,
the structure can float to an altitude of 6900 feet (2100 meters). With a 100 gram
payload, the structure has a maximum altitude of 3600 feet (1100 meters).
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Figure 21. Four Foot (1.2192 Meters) Diameter Graphene Stress Results
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Figure 22. Four Foot (1.2192 Meters) Diameter Graphene Displacement Results
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4.4 Design Characteristics and Observations
Some structural characteristics have been discovered through this analysis. The
materials are observed to increase stiffness as the pressure increases. However, they
never exceeded the yield stress limits on the two feasible designs found. If the skin
thickness is made too thin, excess yield or buckling occurs that prevents the FEA
solver from converging on a solution. The volume reduction for the vehicles due to
the vacuum is about 1%, indicating the amount of buoyancy produced by the vehicle
does not change significantly due to the membrane and frame deflection.
Some designs are found that satisfy the weight-to-buoyancy requirements, but
fail to meet the yield stress constraints. A design for a hexakis icosahedron at sea
level, with a diameter of fifteen feet, using CNTs for the frame and Spectra as the
membrane yields a design with a weight-to-buoyancy of 0.9. This design has a beam
radius of 0.030 meters, a beam thickness of 0.0006 meters, and a skin thickness of
0.0002 meters. However, the frame stress is 5× 107 Pascals over the yield stress. The
excess stress occurs near the vertex, but not directly on it. This is mostly likely due
to the compression force the vertex has from the beam members pushing against each
other counteracting the bending moment and tension forces.
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V. Conclusions and Future Work
Using the MADS algorithm, the optimal design of a hexakis icosahedron to min-
imize mass and deflection is found. The results indicate that two possible designs
are feasible. The first design is a fifteen foot (4.5720 meter) diameter vehicle with
a beam radius of 0.0302 meters, beam thickness of 0.000678 meters, and skin thick-
ness of 0.000255 meters. The frame is composed of CNTs with a membrane made of
Spectra. This design has a weight-to-buoyancy of 0.9907. The second design is a four
foot (1.2192 meter) diameter vehicle made of CNTs and graphene. The beam radius
is 8 millimeters with a beam thickness of 0.2 millimeters. The graphene thickness is
500 nanometers. A weight-to-buoyancy of 0.7654 is achieved in this design. These
designs improve on the current diameter of 20 feet (6.096 meters).
The graphene hexakis design allows for a small payload and altitude change, unlike
the spectra vehicle. The graphene design can hold a 100 gram payload and float up
to 3600 feet (1100 meters) while the spectra vehicle has a maximum altitude of 310
feet (95 meters) with no payload.
5.1 Future Research
Some advancements can be made using the results from this research as a foun-
dation. New materials, differing formulations, and construction can be investigated.
Both of these designs use materials not common to manufacturing. The CNT com-
posite demonstrates that these materials are increasing in strength and elasticity and,
therefore, the materials required to manufacture this vehicle are nearly feasible [44].
New materials like graphene and aerogels indicate that high strength and low density
materials will continue to improve. Some designs may be feasible with the addition
of patches of membrane on the vertices. The patches would consist of a thicker skin
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compared to the rest of the membrane.
Other materials were investigated for use in the hexakis. An innovative material
known as an aerogel is a lightweight metal matrix that retains strength characteristics
while reducing density drastically. Two aerogels were considered, one made of silica
and one using graphene. Some vehicles were designed with the aerogel materials used
as the beam structure, however the aerogels did not have the required strength to
support the vacuum-induced loads. A possible exploration would be the use of an
aerogel as a complete shell of hexakis icosahedron and placing a graphene membrane
over the shell. Instead of placing the force on the small beams, the whole shell of the
structure would support the vacuum-induced load. The graphene skin would seal the
structure for the vacuum.
The formulation from Problem Type One could be updated with additional objec-
tives and constraints. An objective to maximize the radius of the vehicle in addition
to the other objectives could allow the optimization code to find the smallest feasible
design. Maximizing the radius of the vehicle while minimizing the weight-to-buoyancy
ratio, with an upper bound value of one, would produce the smallest vehicle possible
using the chosen frame and membrane materials. Constraints could be added to force
the design to float above a given altitude with a payload. Instead of yield stress,
ultimate stress could be used as the constraint for the frame and skin.
Additional test and analysis must be conducted on how to build a hexakis LTAV.
The current minimum size of the structure is four feet (1.2192 meter) in diameter;
however, the individual frame beams are quite small. Additive manufacturing could
be considered to manufacture the small beams, but the structure may be too large
to consider additive methods to create the entire structure at once. Instead, the
beams could be manufactured individually with joining segments made for the 10, 6,
and 4 beam intersections. This would standardize construction to two to three beam
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lengths and three joining structures. Using joining structures at the intersections
of the beams at the vertices could prevent cracks. Another manufacturing method
would be to additively manufacture hexagon structures with the beams in place and
adhere the hexagons together to form the hexakis icosahedron.
Other considerations on the vehicle are the vacuum generation, membrane perme-
ability, and propulsion methods. The vacuum inside the structure could be created
by having a few holes in a beam near an intersection and using a vacuum pump at
the intersection with a one-way valve. If the membrane is permeable, a vacuum pump
would be required to maintain buoyancy. This would reduce the weight available for
a payload. Propulsion of the structure must be considered if the objective of the
structure is to loiter over areas. A proposed propulsion method uses solar-powered
motors with solar panels built into the membrane. The vehicles may be combined
into a small formation, with one vehicle providing the propulsion for the group.
The results of this research are being considered for future analysis by other re-
searchers at AFIT. Dynamic analysis on the two feasible designs found is planned.
The optimization effort performed in this thesis shows possible vacuum LTAV sizes
previously assumed to be impossible.
The goal diameter of 31 inches (0.7874 meters) is near. If the frame material
density can be decreased to 690 kg/m3 or if the beam thickness can be manufactured
to 0.132 millimeters the goal diameter vehicle can be created. The beam thickness
value assumes the c-ratio constraints still apply. The corresponding beam radius value
for the beam thickness of 0.132 millimeters is 6.6 millimeters.
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Appendix A. Code Structure
Sections of the code implemented are shown below. The code is not shown in its
entirety due to length, the code displayed here shows how each input for the functions
are used and lines changed from the code existing prior to this research.
Listing A.1. Beam/Skin Geometry Run ABAQUS Main File
1 f unc t i on [ output abaqus ] = ABAQUS Main( rb , tb , ts , payload , incr num , hex rad ius ,
h e x a l t )
2
3 %% Optimizat ion Rutine
4 % Last updated : Jan 17 , 2017
5 % Edited by Schwemmer , Joseph
6 % ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
7 %% Geometry and Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
8 % Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
9 % rho nu E Sy ; % Units : kg/mˆ3 ,− ,Pa , Pa
10 mat5 = [1650 0 .2 1000 e9 10 e9 ] ; % Nanocyl NANOCYL? NC7000 Thin Multi−Wall
Carbon Nanotubes , nu aprox : s ee ’ Paper − Study o f Poisson Rat ios o f Graphene and
Nanotubes ’ in r e f e r e n c e s
11 % mat10= [970 0 .33 172 e9 3 .0 e9 ] ; % Honeywell Spectra ? 1000 F i b e r c l
12 mat16= [1250 0 .33 293 e9 3 .8 e9 ] ; %carbon nanotube composite p r o p e r t i e s from
∗∗ paper (CNT composite (NCSU) )
13 %% Mater i a l s p r o p e r t i e s from Michael Snure , AFRL/RYDH
14 mat17= [2000 0 .10 500 e9 50 e9 ] ; %chemica l vapor d e p o s i t i o n (CVD) graphene ( pr in ted to
0 .33 nm)
15 % mat18= [22 0 .30 1e6 10 e6 ] ; %graphene a e r o g e l − not hol low ( pr in ted to hundreds o f
nm)
16 % mat19= [ 3 0 .30 10 e6 16 e3 ] ; %s i l i c a a e r o g e l − not hol low ( pr in ted to hundreds o f nm)
17 %% Input
18 I . index = 1 ;
19 index = num2str ( I . index ) ;
20 I . f i l ename = [ ’ i cosahedron ’ , index ] ; % I . f i l ename ; % . py f i l ename
21 [ rho , ˜ , temp , p r e s s ]=stdatmo ( h e x a l t ∗ . 3048) ; %f t to meters f o r the input
22 I . payload = payload ;
23 I . s c r a t c h f o l d e r = ’Temp Scratch F i l e s ’ ; % used to c r e a t e the s c ra t ch f o l d e r and the
enviroment . env f i l e
24
25 % Job In f o ( P a r a l l e l Process ing , memory a l l o c a t i o n , use o f GPUs)
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26 I . job . num cores = 10 ; % # of co r e s used in the a n a l y s i s
27 I . job . memory usage = 24∗1024; % amount o f a l l o c a t e d memory , MB
28 I . job . num GPUs = 0 ; % number o f GPUs ( g raph i c s p r o c e s s i n g un i t s ) used , 0 f o r none
29
30 % S t a t i c Step In f o
31 I . s t ep . buckle = 0 ; % ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON d i s a b l e s o the r s
32 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n = 1 ; % s t a b i l i z a t i o n ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON w/membrane sec t i on , ON
d i a b l e s Riks
33 I . s t ep . s t ep type = 0 ; % use Riks (1 ) , use General (0 ) ; use General (0 ) w/membrane
s e c t i o n
34 I . s t ep . n o n l i n e a r e f f e c t s = ’ON’ ; % ON or OFF, ON w/membrane s e c t i o n
35 I . s t ep . increment method = ’AUTOMATIC’ ; % Increments ( arc l ength i f Riks ) method : ’
FIXED’ or ’AUTOMATIC’
36 I . s t ep . maxnuminc = 100 ; % max number o f increments , i f f i x e d
37
38 % S t a t i c General
39 I . s t ep . i n i t i a l i n c = 1e−2; % s t a r t i n g time increment
40 I . s t ep . max inc = 1 ; % max time increment
41 I . s t ep . min inc = 1e−36; % min time increment
42 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n r a t i o = 0 . 0 5 ; % w/membrane only − adapt ive s t a b i l i z a t i o n : max
s t a b i l i z a t i o n / s t r a i n energy ra t i o , d e f a u l t = 0 .05
43 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n m a g n = 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; % w/membrane only − d i s s i p a t e d energy f r a c t i o n ,
d e f a u l t = 0.0002
44
45 % Load and sk in s e c t i o n s de f ined
46
47 % Mesh
48 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type1 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ or ’ S3 ’ ; % See ’ S h e l l and Membrane Element
Library In f o . txt ’
49 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type2 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ ;
50 I . mesh . sk in e l ement shape = ’TRI ’ ; % Element shape : r e c t angu l a r or t r i a n g u l a r
51 I . mesh . sk in seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % sk in # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
52 I . mesh . f rame e lement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
53 I . mesh . frame seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % frame # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
54 I . mesh . rays e l ement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
55 I . mesh . rays seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
edge , 20 edges in t o t a l
56 I . mesh . s t i f f e l e m e n t t y p e = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
55
57 I . mesh . s t i f f s e e d n u m b e r = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
edge , 60 edges in t o t a l
58
59 % Parameters f o r W/B r a t i o c a l c u l a t i o n
60 I .W B. rho = rho ; % a i r dens i ty at SL , kg/mˆ3 , http :// en . w ik iped ia . org / wik i /
D e n s i t y o f a i r
61 I .W B. g = 9 . 8 1 ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n o f grav i ty , m/ s ˆ2
62 I .W B. To = temp ; % K, e x t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
63 I .W B. Ti = I .W B. To ; % K, i n t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e and heat t r a n s f e r dependent )
64 I .W B. Po = pre s s ; % Pa , e x t e r n a l p r e s su r e ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
65
66 %%
67 % Mater ia l Assignment
68 matf = mat16 ; % as s i gned frame mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
69 mats = mat17 ; % as s i gned sk in mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
70 matr = mat5 ; % as s i gned rays mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
71 matst= mat5 ; % as s i gned s t i f f n e r s mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
72
73 % Geometry ( i cosahedron )
74 I . geometry . s t r u c t u r e = 1 ; % 0 f o r icosahedron , 1 f o r hexak i s icosahedron , 2 f o r
c e l e s t i a l
75 I . s e c t i o n . h o l l o w p r o f i l e r a y s = 1 ; % Rays beam p r o f i l e : hol low (1) , s o l i d (0 ) ; beam
t h i c k n e s s ignored i f ( 0 )
76 I . s e c t i o n . h o l l o w p r o f i l e s t i f f= 1 ; % S t i f f beam p r o f i l e : hol low (1) , s o l i d (0 ) ; beam
t h i c k n e s s ignored i f ( 0 )
77 I . s e c t i o n . h o l l o w p r o f i l e = 1 ; % Frame beam p r o f i l e : hol low (1) , s o l i d (0 ) ; beam
t h i c k n e s s ignored i f ( 0 )
78
79 % Assume hexak i s icosahedron , hol low everyth ing
80 se = ( s q r t (15∗(85−31∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
81 me = (3∗ s q r t (15∗(65+19∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /55) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
82 l e = (2∗ s q r t (15∗(5− s q r t (5 ) ) ) /5) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
83 s = . 5∗ ( se+me+l e ) ;
84 ta = s q r t ( s ∗( s−se ) ∗( s−me) ∗( s−l e ) ) ;
85 hexV = (180∗(5+4∗ s q r t (5 ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ˆ3 ;
86 I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e = hexV ;
87 I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s = t s ; % meters
88 I . geometry . sk in volume = 120∗ ta ∗ I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s ;
89
90 I . geometry . f rame beam radius = rb ; % meters
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91 I . geometry . f rame beam thickness = tb ; % meters
92
93 I . geometry . frame volume = ( pi ∗60∗(2∗ I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ∗ I . geometry .
f rame beam radius . . .
94 −I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ˆ2) ) ∗( l e+me+se ) ;
95
96 I . geometry . rays beam radius = 0 ; % meters
97 I . geometry . rays beam th i cknes s = 0 ; % meters
98
99 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m r a d i u s = 0 ; % meters
100 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m t h i c k n e s s = 0 ; % meters
101
102 % Pr int s s e t W/B
103 s t r 1 = ’ i c o s a h e d r o n p r o p e r t i e s ’ ;
104 s t r 2 = i n t 2 s t r ( incr num ) ;
105 s t r 3 = ’ . txt ’ ;
106 strT = s t r c a t ( s t r1 , s t r2 , s t r 3 ) ;
107 f = fopen ( strT , ’w ’ ) ;
108
109 % Pr int s Icosahedron P r o p e r t i e s
110 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ \ r \nIcosahedron \ r \n ’ ) ;
111 f p r i n t f ( f , ’−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−\r \n\ r \n
’ ) ;
112 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Geometry :\ r \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n ’ ) ;
113 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ I cosahedron Radius : %.4 f (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . r ) ;
114 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Skin Thickness : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s ) ;
115 f p r i n t f ( f , ’Beam rad iu s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . f rame beam radius ) ;
116 f p r i n t f ( f , ’Beam t h i c k n e s s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ) ;
117 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Rays rad iu s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . rays beam radius ) ;
118 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Rays t h i c k n e s s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . rays beam th i cknes s ) ;
119 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ S t i f f n e r s rad iu s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m r a d i u s ) ;
120 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ S t i f f n e r s t h i c k n e s s : %.4e (m) \ r \n ’ , I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m t h i c k n e s s ) ;
121 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Other :\ r \n∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n ’ ) ;
122 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Payload : %.4e ( kg ) \ r \n ’ , I . payload ) ;
123 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ A l t i tude : %.4e ( f t ) \ r \n ’ , h e x a l t ) ;
124
125 % Pr int s Mate r i a l s P r o p e r t i e s
126 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ \ r \nFrame Mater ia l P r o p e r t i e s :\ r \n
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n ’ ) ;
127 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Density : %.1 f ( kg/mˆ3) \ r \n ’ , matf (1 ) ) ;
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128 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Poisson r a t i o : %.2 f (−)\ r \n ’ , matf (2 ) ) ;
129 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Modulus : %.4e (Pa) \ r \n ’ , matf (3 ) ) ;
130 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Yie ld : %.4e (Pa) \ r \n ’ , matf (4 ) ) ;
131 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ \ r \nSkin Mater ia l P r o p e r t i e s :\ r \n
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗\ r \n ’ ) ;
132 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Density : %.1 f ( kg/mˆ3) \ r \n ’ , mats (1 ) ) ;
133 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Poisson r a t i o : %.2 f (−)\ r \n ’ , mats (2 ) ) ;
134 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Modulus : %.4e (Pa) \ r \n ’ , mats (3 ) ) ;
135 f p r i n t f ( f , ’ Yie ld : %.4e (Pa) \ r \n ’ , mats (4 ) ) ;
136 f c l o s e ( f ) ;
137
138 end
Listing A.2. Material Property Run ABAQUS Main File
1 f unc t i on [ output abaqus ] = ABAQUS Main Mat( frame rho , sk in rho , incr num , hex rad ius ,
h e x a l t )
2
3 %% Optimizat ion Rutine
4 % Last updated : Jan 17 , 2016
5 % Edited by Schwemmer , Joseph
6 % ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
7 %% Geometry and Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
8 % Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
9 % rho nu E Sy ; % Units : kg/mˆ3 ,− ,Pa , Pa
10 mat5 = [1650 0 .2 1000 e9 10 e9 ] ; % Nanocyl NC7000 Thin Multi−Wall Carbon
Nanotubes
11 mat13= [ sk in rho 0 .33 100 e9 3 .0 e9 ] ; % sk in mate r i a l
12 mat16= [ frame rho 0 .33 100 e9 3 .0 e9 ] ; % frame mate r i a l
13
14 %% Input
15 I . index = 1 ;
16 index = num2str ( I . index ) ;
17 I . f i l ename = [ ’ i cosahedron ’ , index ] ; % I . f i l ename ; % . py f i l ename
18 [ rho , ˜ , temp , p r e s s ]=stdatmo ( h e x a l t ∗ . 3048) ; %f t to meters f o r the input
19 I . s c r a t c h f o l d e r = ’Temp Scratch F i l e s ’ ; % used to c r e a t e the s c ra t ch f o l d e r and the
enviroment . env f i l e
20
21 % Job In f o ( P a r a l l e l Process ing , memory a l l o c a t i o n , use o f GPUs)
22 I . job . num cores = 6 ; % # of co r e s used in the a n a l y s i s
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23 I . job . memory usage = 16∗1024; % amount o f a l l o c a t e d memory , MB
24 I . job . num GPUs = 0 ; % number o f GPUs ( g raph i c s p r o c e s s i n g un i t s ) used , 0 f o r none
25
26 % S t a t i c Step In f o
27 I . s t ep . buckle = 0 ; % ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON d i s a b l e s o the r s
28 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n = 1 ; % s t a b i l i z a t i o n ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON w/membrane sec t i on , ON
d i a b l e s Riks
29 I . s t ep . s t ep type = 0 ; % use Riks (1 ) , use General (0 ) ; use General (0 ) w/membrane
s e c t i o n
30 I . s t ep . n o n l i n e a r e f f e c t s = ’ON’ ; % ON or OFF, ON w/membrane s e c t i o n
31 I . s t ep . increment method = ’AUTOMATIC’ ; % Increments ( arc l ength i f Riks ) method : ’
FIXED’ or ’AUTOMATIC’
32 I . s t ep . maxnuminc = 100 ; % max number o f increments , i f f i x e d
33
34 % S t a t i c General
35 I . s t ep . i n i t i a l i n c = 1e−2; % s t a r t i n g time increment
36 I . s t ep . max inc = 1 ; % max time increment
37 I . s t ep . min inc = 1e−36; % min time increment
38 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n r a t i o = 0 . 0 5 ; % w/membrane only − adapt ive s t a b i l i z a t i o n : max
s t a b i l i z a t i o n / s t r a i n energy ra t i o , d e f a u l t = 0 .05
39 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n m a g n = 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; % w/membrane only − d i s s i p a t e d energy f r a c t i o n ,
d e f a u l t = 0.0002
40
41 % Loads and sk in s e c t i o n s de f ined
42
43 % Mesh
44 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type1 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ or ’ S3 ’ ; % See ’ S h e l l and Membrane Element
Library In f o . txt ’
45 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type2 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ ;
46 I . mesh . sk in e l ement shape = ’TRI ’ ; % Element shape : r e c t angu l a r or t r i a n g u l a r
47 I . mesh . sk in seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % sk in # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
48 I . mesh . f rame e lement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
49 I . mesh . frame seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % frame # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
50 I . mesh . rays e l ement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
51 I . mesh . rays seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
edge , 20 edges in t o t a l
52 I . mesh . s t i f f e l e m e n t t y p e = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
53 I . mesh . s t i f f s e e d n u m b e r = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
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edge , 60 edges in t o t a l
54
55 % Parameters f o r W/B r a t i o c a l c u l a t i o n
56 I .W B. rho = rho ; % a i r dens i ty at SL , kg/mˆ3 , http :// en . w ik iped ia . org / wik i /
D e n s i t y o f a i r
57 I .W B. g = 9 . 8 1 ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n o f grav i ty , m/ s ˆ2
58 I .W B. To = temp ; % K, e x t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
59 I .W B. Ti = I .W B. To ; % K, i n t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e and heat t r a n s f e r dependent )
60 I .W B. Po = pre s s ; % Pa , e x t e r n a l p r e s su r e ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
61
62 %%
63 % Mater ia l Assignment
64 matf = mat16 ; % as s i gned frame mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
65 mats = mat13 ; % as s i gned sk in mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
66 matr = mat5 ; % as s i gned rays mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
67 matst= mat5 ; % as s i gned s t i f f n e r s mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
68
69 % Geometry ass ignments
70
71 % Assume hexak i s icosahedron , hol low everyth ing
72 se = ( s q r t (15∗(85−31∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
73 me = (3∗ s q r t (15∗(65+19∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /55) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
74 l e = (2∗ s q r t (15∗(5− s q r t (5 ) ) ) /5) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
75 s = . 5∗ ( se+me+l e ) ;
76 ta = s q r t ( s ∗( s−se ) ∗( s−me) ∗( s−l e ) ) ;
77 hexV = (180∗(5+4∗ s q r t (5 ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ˆ3 ;
78 I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e = hexV ;
79 I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s = 0 . 0 0 0 2 ;
80 I . geometry . sk in volume = 120∗ ta ∗ I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s ;
81
82 I . geometry . f rame beam radius = 0 . 0 2 5 ; % meters
83 I . geometry . f rame beam thickness = 0 . 0 0 0 5 ; % input
84
85 I . geometry . frame volume = ( pi ∗60∗(2∗ I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ∗ I . geometry .
f rame beam radius . . .
86 −I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ˆ2) ) ∗( l e+me+se ) ;
87
88 I . geometry . rays beam radius = 0 ; % meters
89 I . geometry . rays beam th i cknes s = 0 ; % input
90
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91 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m r a d i u s = 0 ; % meters
92 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m t h i c k n e s s = 0 ; % input
93
94 % Pr int s s e t W/B
95 s t r 1 = ’ i c o s a h e d r o n p r o p e r t i e s ’ ;
96 s t r 2 = i n t 2 s t r ( incr num ) ;
97 s t r 3 = ’ . txt ’ ;
98 strT = s t r c a t ( s t r1 , s t r2 , s t r 3 ) ;
99
100 % Pr int s mate r i a l p r o p e r t i e s to f i l e
101
102 end
Listing A.3. HPC Setup File
1 f unc t i on [ ] = HPC Create ( rb , tb , ts , hex rad ius , h e x a l t )
2
3 % Creates . inp f i l e s f o r use on the HPC
4 %% Geometry and Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
5 % Mater ia l S e l e c t i o n
6 % rho nu E Sy ; % Units : kg/mˆ3 ,− ,Pa , Pa
7 mat5 = [1650 0 .2 1000 e9 10 e9 ] ; % Nanocyl NANOCYL? NC7000 Thin Multi−Wall
Carbon Nanotubes , nu aprox : s ee ’ Paper − Study o f Poisson Rat ios o f Graphene and
Nanotubes ’ in r e f e r e n c e s
8 mat13= [970 0 .33 172 e9 3 .0 e9 ] ; % enhanced membrane p r o p e r t i e s ( spec t ra
1000 f i b e r )
9 mat16= [1250 0 .33 293 e9 3 .8 e9 ] ; %carbon nanotube composite p r o p e r t i e s from
∗∗ paper (CNT composite (NCSU) )
10 %% Input
11
12 I . index = hex rad iu s ∗2 ;
13 index = num2str ( I . index ) ;
14 I . f i l ename = [ ’ i cosahedron ’ , index ] ; % I . f i l ename ; % . py f i l ename
15 [ rho , ˜ , temp , p r e s s ]=stdatmo ( h e x a l t ∗ . 3048) ; %f t to meters f o r the input
16 I . s c r a t c h f o l d e r = ’Temp Scratch F i l e s ’ ; % used to c r e a t e the s c ra t ch f o l d e r and the
enviroment . env f i l e
17
18 % S t a t i c Step In f o
19 I . s t ep . buckle = 0 ; % ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON d i s a b l e s o the r s
20 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n = 1 ; % s t a b i l i z a t i o n ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON w/membrane sec t i on , ON
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d i a b l e s Riks
21 I . s t ep . s t ep type = 0 ; % use Riks (1 ) , use General (0 ) ; use General (0 ) w/membrane
s e c t i o n
22 I . s t ep . n o n l i n e a r e f f e c t s = ’ON’ ; % ON or OFF, ON w/membrane s e c t i o n
23 I . s t ep . increment method = ’AUTOMATIC’ ; % Increments ( arc l ength i f Riks ) method : ’
FIXED’ or ’AUTOMATIC’
24 I . s t ep . maxnuminc = 1000 ; % max number o f increments , i f f i x e d
25 % S t a t i c General
26 I . s t ep . i n i t i a l i n c = 1e−3; % s t a r t i n g time increment
27 I . s t ep . max inc = 1 ; % max time increment
28 I . s t ep . min inc = 1e−36; % min time increment
29 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n r a t i o = 0 . 0 5 ; % w/membrane only − adapt ive s t a b i l i z a t i o n : max
s t a b i l i z a t i o n / s t r a i n energy ra t i o , d e f a u l t = 0 .05
30 I . s t ep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n m a g n = 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; % w/membrane only − d i s s i p a t e d energy f r a c t i o n ,
d e f a u l t = 0.0002
31
32 % Load and sk in s e c t i o n ass ignments
33
34 % Mesh
35 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type1 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ or ’ S3 ’ ; % See ’ S h e l l and Membrane Element
Library In f o . txt ’
36 I . mesh . sk in e l ement type2 = ’M3D3 ’ ;%’M3D3’ ;
37 I . mesh . sk in e l ement shape = ’TRI ’ ; % Element shape : r e c t angu l a r or t r i a n g u l a r
38 I . mesh . sk in seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % sk in # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
39 I . mesh . f rame e lement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
40 I . mesh . frame seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % frame # of e lements /
edge , 30 edges in t o t a l
41 I . mesh . rays e l ement type = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
42 I . mesh . rays seed number = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
edge , 20 edges in t o t a l
43 I . mesh . s t i f f e l e m e n t t y p e = ’B32 ’ ; % need to use beam element type : B31 , B32 , e t c .
44 I . mesh . s t i f f s e e d n u m b e r = 0 .0065∗ ( hex rad iu s /6) ;%0.005 ; % rays # of e lements /
edge , 60 edges in t o t a l
45
46 % Parameters f o r W/B r a t i o c a l c u l a t i o n
47 I .W B. rho = rho ; % a i r dens i ty at SL , kg/mˆ3 , http :// en . w ik iped ia . org / wik i /
D e n s i t y o f a i r
48 I .W B. g = 9 . 8 1 ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n o f grav i ty , m/ s ˆ2
49 I .W B. To = temp ; % K, e x t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
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50 I .W B. Ti = I .W B. To ; % K, i n t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e and heat t r a n s f e r dependent )
51 I .W B. Po = pre s s ; % Pa , e x t e r n a l p r e s su r e ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
52
53 %%
54 % Mater ia l Assignment
55 matf = mat16 ; % as s i gned frame mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
56 mats = mat13 ; % as s i gned sk in mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
57 matr = mat5 ; % as s i gned rays mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
58 matst= mat5 ; % as s i gned s t i f f n e r s mate r i a l ( from the s e l e c t i o n above )
59
60 % Geometry c a l c u l a t i o n s
61
62 % Assume hexak i s icosahedron , hol low everyth ing
63 se = ( s q r t (15∗(85−31∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
64 me = (3∗ s q r t (15∗(65+19∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /55) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
65 l e = (2∗ s q r t (15∗(5− s q r t (5 ) ) ) /5) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
66 s = . 5∗ ( se+me+l e ) ;
67 ta = s q r t ( s ∗( s−se ) ∗( s−me) ∗( s−l e ) ) ;
68 hexV = (180∗(5+4∗ s q r t (5 ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ˆ3 ;
69 I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e = hexV ;
70 I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s = t s ; % meters
71 I . geometry . sk in volume = 120∗ ta ∗ I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s ;
72
73 I . geometry . f rame beam radius = rb ; % meters
74 I . geometry . f rame beam thickness = tb ; % meters
75
76 I . geometry . frame volume = ( pi ∗60∗(2∗ I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ∗ I . geometry .
f rame beam radius . . .
77 −I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ˆ2) ) ∗( l e+me+se ) ;
78
79 I . geometry . rays beam radius = 0 ; % meters
80 I . geometry . rays beam th i cknes s = 0 ; % meters
81
82 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m r a d i u s = 0 ; % meters
83 I . geometry . s t i f f b e a m t h i c k n e s s = 0 ; % meters
84
85 % Pr int s s e t W/B and m a t e r i a l s p r o p e r t i e s to notepad f i l e
86 s t r 1 = ’ i cosahedron HPC proper t i e s ’ ;
87 s t r 2 = i n t 2 s t r ( hex rad iu s ∗2) ;
88 s t r 3 = ’ . txt ’ ;
63
89 strT = s t r c a t ( s t r1 , s t r2 , s t r 3 ) ;
90
91 %% FEA Analys i s
92 I . s t ep . buckle = 0 ; % ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON d i s a b l e s o the r s
93 % Buckle
94 % Chooses s tep type
95
96 %% Geometry C a l c u l a t i o n s
97 % Cal cu l a t e s the i cosahedron v e r t i c e s
98 % Cal cu l a t e s the v e r t i c e s in c a r t e s i a n coo rd ina t e s
99
100 %% Writes v a r i a b l e s i n to Var . py f i l e , which w i l l be read by the main . py f i l e
101
102 %% Runs the Adjusted S c r i p t in Abaqus
103 warning ( ’ on ’ , ’ a l l ’ ) ;
104 Rmo = ’noGUI ’ ; % No GUI , a n a l y s i s runs in the background
105 system ( [ ’ abaqus cae ’ ,Rmo, ’=python2abaqus ’ , f i l ename , ’ . py ’ ] ) ; % runs the main s c r i p t
106 %
107 f c l o s e ( ’ a l l ’ ) ;
108 end
Listing A.4. HPC Results File
1 f unc t i on [ output ] = HPC Results ( rb , tb , ts , hex rad ius , h e x a l t )
2
3 % Gets r e s u l t s from HPC run from odb f i l e ( s t r e s s e s , d e f l e c t i o n s , weight ,
4 % buoyancy )
5
6 I . m a t e r i a l s . s k i n d e n s i t y = 970 ;
7 I . m a t e r i a l s . f r ame dens i ty = 1250 ;
8
9 % Need to r e c a l c u l a t e some i n f o from HPC Create to get r e s u l t s as the code
10 %i s d i s connected between two f i l e s
11
12 [ rho , ˜ , temp , p r e s s ]=stdatmo ( h e x a l t ∗ . 3048) ; %f t to meters f o r the input
13 I .W B. rho = rho ; % a i r dens i ty at SL , kg/mˆ3 , http :// en . w ik iped ia . org / wik i /
D e n s i t y o f a i r
14 I .W B. g = 9 . 8 1 ; % a c c e l e r a t i o n o f grav i ty , m/ s ˆ2
15 I .W B. To = temp ; % K, e x t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
16 I .W B. Ti = I .W B. To ; % K, i n t e r n a l temp ( a l t i t u d e and heat t r a n s f e r dependent )
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17 I .W B. Po = pre s s ; % Pa , e x t e r n a l p r e s su r e ( a l t i t u d e dependent )
18
19 % Geometry ( i cosahedron ) code
20
21 % Assume hexak i s icosahedron , hol low everyth ing
22 se = ( s q r t (15∗(85−31∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
23 me = (3∗ s q r t (15∗(65+19∗ s q r t (5 ) ) ) /55) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
24 l e = (2∗ s q r t (15∗(5− s q r t (5 ) ) ) /5) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ;
25 s = . 5∗ ( se+me+l e ) ;
26 ta = s q r t ( s ∗( s−se ) ∗( s−me) ∗( s−l e ) ) ;
27 hexV = (180∗(5+4∗ s q r t (5 ) ) /11) ∗( I . geometry . hex i rn / I . geometry . hex i r ) ˆ3 ;
28 I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e = hexV ;
29 I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s = t s ;
30 I . geometry . sk in volume = 120∗ ta ∗ I . geometry . s k i n t h i c k n e s s ;
31 I . geometry . f rame beam radius = rb ; % meters
32 I . geometry . f rame beam thickness = tb ; % input
33 I . geometry . frame volume = ( pi ∗60∗(2∗ I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ∗ I . geometry .
f rame beam radius . . .
34 −I . geometry . f rame beam thickness ˆ2) ) ∗( l e+me+se ) ;
35
36 I . index = hex rad iu s ∗2 ;
37 index = num2str ( I . index ) ;
38 I . f i l ename = [ ’ i cosahedron ’ , index ] ; % I . f i l ename ; % . py f i l ename
39 I . s c r a t c h f o l d e r = ’Temp Scratch F i l e s ’ ; % used to c r e a t e the s c ra t ch f o l d e r and the
enviroment . env f i l e
40
41 f i l ename3 = ’ icosahedron output HPC ’ ;
42 f i l ename2 = [ I . f i l ename , ’ output ’ ] ;
43 f i l ename = I . f i l ename ; %’ icosahedron6 ’ ; % . py f i l ename
44 job name odb = [ f i l ename , ’−Job . odb ’ ] ;
45
46 %S t a t i c Step Informat ion
47 n o n l i n e a r e f f e c t s = ’ON’ ;%I . s tep . n o n l i n e a r e f f e c t s ; % ON or OFF
48 buckle = 0 ;%I . s tep . buckle ; % ON(1) / OFF(0) , ON d i s a b l e s o the r s
49 s t ep type = 0 ;%I . s tep . s t ep type ; % use Riks (1 ) , use General (0 )
50 s t a b i l i z a t i o n = 1 ;%2 I . s tep . s t a b i l i z a t i o n ; % s t r a i n energy s t a b i l i z a t i o n ON(1) / OFF
(0) , ON w/membrane s e c t i o n
51
52 %% Writes v a r i a b l e s i n to Var . py f i l e , which w i l l be read by the main . py f i l e
53
65




58 % Nodes coo rd ina t e s
59 % Frame Ins tance
60 % Skin Ins tance
61 % Mesh D e t a i l s
62 % Nodes Displacements
63 % Elements S t r e s s e s
64 % Stra in Energy vs . Time
65
66 %W/B i n c l u d i n g Volume Reduction
67 end
Listing A.5. FEA Mediator File
1 % By Adorno−Rodriguez , Ruben
2 % Edited by Schwemmer , Joseph
3 % Last updated : Jan 17 , 2016
4 % Function : runs the FEA model o f the i cosahedron in Abaqus and reads in
5 % r e s u l t s
6 f unc t i on [ output , output abaqus ]= i c o s a h e d r o n f e a ( I )
7 %% Input
8 % S t a t i c Step Informat ion
9 %% Runs the i c o s a h e d r o n f e a i n n e r ( I ) f unc t i on
10 % Runs the FEA Analys i s
11 O1 = i c o s a h e d r o n f e a i n n e r ( I ) ;
12 s t a t u s = O1 . system . s t a t u s ; % 0 i f s u c c e s f u l , nonzero otherw i se
13 cmdout = O1 . system . cmdout ; % d e t a i l e d message
14
15 i f s t a t u s == 0 % 0( no e r r o r ) , o the rw i se ( e r r o r )
16 di sp ( ’ Ana lys i s completed s u c c e s f u l l y ! ’ )
17 % Reads−in and Saves the FEA outputs
18 % Geometry
19 output . geometry . v e r t i c e s = O1 . geometry . v e r t i c e s ; % v e r t i c e s
20 output . geometry . midpoints = O1 . geometry . midpoints ; % edge midpoints
21 output . geometry . f a c e c e n t e r s = O1 . geometry . f a c e c e n t e r s ; % f a c e c e n t e r s
22 [ q , output abaqus ] = i co sahed ron f ea output1 ( I ) ;
23 e l s e
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24 di sp ( ’ Al l the i n i t i a l increments in the increment vec to r f a i l e d . Function w i l l
s top ’ )
25 % Geometry
26 output . geometry . v e r t i c e s = O1 . geometry . v e r t i c e s ; % v e r t i c e s
27 output . geometry . midpoints = O1 . geometry . midpoints ; % edge midpoints
28 output . geometry . f a c e c e n t e r s = O1 . geometry . f a c e c e n t e r s ; % f a c e c e n t e r s
29
30 % Make po int i n f e a s i b l e
31 output abaqus . weight = I n f ;
32 output abaqus . weightframe = I n f ;
33 output abaqus . we ightsk in = I n f ;
34 output abaqus . we ightvo l = I n f ;
35 output abaqus . buoyancy = 1 ;
36 output abaqus . frame (1 ) .U(1 , 5 ) = 0 ;
37 output abaqus . frame (1 ) .U(1 , 6 ) = 0 ;
38 output abaqus . frame (1 ) .U(1 , 7 ) = 0 ;
39 output abaqus . sk in (1 ) .U(1 , 5 ) = 0 ;
40 output abaqus . sk in (1 ) .U(1 , 6 ) = 0 ;
41 output abaqus . sk in (1 ) .U(1 , 7 ) = 0 ;
42 output abaqus . frame (1 ) . S (1 , 2 ) = 10 e9 ;




Listing A.6. Output File
1 % By Adorno−Rodriguez , Ruben
2 % Edited by Schwemmer , Joseph
3 % Last updated : Jan 15 , 2017
4 % Function : reads in the r e s u l t s from the . dat f i l e s
5 f unc t i on [ output ]= i co sahed ron f ea output2 ( I )
6 %% Reads−in and Saves the FEA outputs
7 % Nodes coo rd ina t e s
8 % Frame Ins tance
9 % Skin Ins tance
10 % Mesh D e t a i l s
11 % Nodes Displacements
12 % Elements S t r e s s e s
13 f = fopen ( [ ’ r e s u l t s ’ , I . f i l ename , ’ S . dat ’ ] ) ;
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14 s t r e s s = text scan ( f , ’%f %s %∗s %f %f %∗[ˆ\n ] ’ , ’ HeaderLines ’ , 1 ) ;
15 f c l o s e ( f ) ;
16 s = ce l l 2mat ( s t r e s s ( : , [ 1 3 : end ] ) ) ; % increment , element #, Mises
17 s1 = s ( strcmpi ( s t r e s s { : , 2} ,{ ’Frame ’ }) == 1 , : ) ;
18 s2 = s ( strcmpi ( s t r e s s { : , 2} ,{ ’ Skin ’ }) == 1 , : ) ;
19
20 output . frame (1) . S = s1 ( inc ( l ength ( inc ) ) == s1 ( : , 1 ) , 2 : end ) ; % element #, Mises
21 output . sk in (1 ) . S = s2 ( inc ( l ength ( inc ) ) == s2 ( : , 1 ) , 2 : end ) ; % element #, Mises
22
23 output .WB = ( ( I . geometry . sk in volume ∗ I . m a t e r i a l s . s k i n d e n s i t y+Vframe∗ I . m a t e r i a l s .
f r ame dens i ty+I . payload ) / . . .
24 ( ( I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e−Vr) ∗(Po/(R∗To) ) ) ) +(( Pi∗To) /(Po∗Ti ) ) ;
25
26 output . weight = I . geometry . sk in volume ∗ I . m a t e r i a l s . s k i n d e n s i t y+Vframe∗ I . m a t e r i a l s .
f r ame dens i ty+I . payload+(I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e−Vr) ∗( Pi /(R∗Ti ) ) ;
27 output . weightframe = Vframe∗ I . m a t e r i a l s . f r ame dens i ty ;
28 output . we ightsk in = I . geometry . sk in volume ∗ I . m a t e r i a l s . s k i n d e n s i t y ;
29 output . we ightvo l = ( I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e−Vr) ∗( Pi /(R∗Ti ) ) ;
30 output . buoyancy = ( I . geometry . i n i t i a l v o l u m e−Vr) ∗(Po/(R∗To) ) ;
31 end
Listing A.7. MADS Main File
1 f unc t i on [ ]= nmads2 ( )
2
3 % c l e a r g l o b a l ; %<−−−−
4
5 g l o b a l ncnum ;
6 g l o b a l s e t3 ;
7 g l o b a l datapass ;
8 g l o b a l fevalnum ;
9 g l o b a l Multi Run ;
10 g l o b a l a s p i r e ;
11 g l o b a l r e s e r v ;
12 %g l o b a l p l o t tha t ;
13
14 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
15 %−−−What You Wouldn ’ t Know−−−
16 %−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
17 ncnum=2; %Number o f non−l i n e a r c o n s t r a i n t s in the Problem f i l e
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18
19 %−−−Other I n i t i a l Choices−−−−
20 %plo t tha t =0; %I f 1 w i l l p l o t sub−forms (1 or 2 DVs)
21 s e t3 . s toch =0; %I f 1 i s s t o c h a s t i c , w i l l use R&S
22 datapass . numobject ives =3; %Number o f o b j e c t i v e s − change based on problem type
23 s e t3 . p o l l S t r a t e g y=’OrthoMADS n+1 ’ ; %MADS n+1, Standard n +1, OrthoMADS n+1,
OrthoMADSr n+1, or 2n
24 s e t3 . nFunc=40; %FEval l i m i t f o r s o l v i n g any o f the s ea r che s f o r the utopia
25 s e t3 . s earch=’LHS ’ ; %LHAMM, LHALTON
26 s e t3 . nPoints =5; %Number o f po in t s to use in the SEARCH step
27 s e t3 . search2=’None ’ ; %I f you want to use a second search
28 secondl im =50; %FEval l i m i t f o r s o l v i n g any o f the s ea r che s f o r f i l l i n g gaps ( i . e . the
s i n g l e o b j e c t i v e f o rmu la t i ons once the utopia i s found )
29 d c r i t =0.5 ; %This number t imes the Eucl idean d i s t anc e between gap endpoints w i l l
determine the s i z e o f the gap f o r the te rminat ion c r i t e r i a
30 datapass . s func =4; %1 w i l l use normal ized s i n g l e−obj fo rmulat ions , 2 w i l l use the
product form ( from BiMADS) ; 3 uses SMOMADS ray ; 4 MOMADS
31 scheme=2; %1 here w i l l weight r e c u r r i n g gaps us ing ’+1 ’ in the denominator ; 2 w i l l
double the denominator ( f a s t e r )
32 datapass . i n d i f f s=ones (1 , datapass . numobject ives ) ∗10 ; %Use 10 b ins − change based on
problem type
33 unreps =1; %Num reps to search f o r utopia / nadi r ( could j u s t i n c r e a s e f e v a l s too )
34 nmreps=1; %Num reps to s o l v e problem with these s e t t i n g s
35 repgap =1; %I f 2 − use both s t a r t i n g i t e r a t e s f o r the gap ( o .w. 1)
36 datapass . s tx =[0 . 008 ; 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 ] ;%c o l vec to r ? s t a r t i n g i t e r a t e [ beam radius ,
beam th i cknes s , sk in t h i c k n e s s ] in m
37 %a e r o g e l runs
38 % datapass . s tx = [0 . 04 ; 0 . 0 0 0 8 ; 0 .0005 ] ;% c o l vec to r ? s t a r t i n g i t e r a t e f o r no graphene
[ beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in t h i c k n e s s ] in m
39 % datapass . s tx =[600; 600] ;% c o l vec to r ? s t a r t i n g i t e r a t e f o r property e d i t runs [
frame p r o p e r t i e s ; sk in p r o p e r t i e s ]
40 datapass . s tp ={};%{?2?} ; − Leave empty i f not MVP
41 % Options . Term . de l t a = 1e−4; % minimum mesh s i z e
42 % Choices f o r Mesh Control
43 % Options . de l t a0 = 1 ; % i n i t i a l mesh s i z e
44 % Options . deltaMax = 1 ; % bound on how coar s e the mesh can get
45 % Options . meshRefine = 0 . 5 ; % mesh re f inement f a c t o r






Listing A.8. MADS Constraint File
1 %∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
2 % canoeDW Omega : User−supp l i ed func t i on f o r d e f i n i n g Omega , based on p .
3 %∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
4 f unc t i on [A, l , u ] = Problem Omega (n)
5 % For varying beam s i z e and sk in t h i c k n e s s
6 % A = [ eye (n) ; 0 . 0 2 −1 0;−0.025 1 0 ] ;
7 % l = [ 0 . 0 0 8 ; 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; 0 . 0 0 0 2 ; − I n f ;− I n f ] ;%beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in t h i c k n e s s
8 % u = [ 1 ; 1 ; 1 ; 0 ; 0 ] ; % beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in t h i c k n e s s
9
10 %Using graphene − i f us ing ae roge l s , the c o n s t r a i n t s need to be changed
11 %here , ABAQUS Main must be changed us ing hard ed i t s , and the beam t h i c k n e s s
12 %value i s ignored : recommend removing beam t h i c k n e s s from d e c i s i o n
13 %v a r i a b l e vec to r e n t i r e l y
14 A = [ eye (n) ; 0 . 0 2 −1 0;−0.025 1 0 ] ;
15 l = [0 . 008 ; 0 . 0002 ; 0 . 00000000033 ; − I n f ;− I n f ] ;%beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in
t h i c k n e s s
16 u = [ 0 . 0 1 ; 0 . 0 0 0 2 5 ; 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 1 ; 0 ; 0 ] ;%beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in t h i c k n e s s
17
18 % % For vary ing mate r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
19 % A = [ eye (n) ; 1 −1; −1 1 ] ;
20 % l = [500;500 ;− I n f ;− I n f ] ;% frame rho , sk in rho
21 % u = [ 2 0 0 0 ; 2 0 0 0 ; 1 0 ; 1 0 ] ; % frame rho , sk in rho
22
23 %l , u are c o l v e c t o r s
24 r e turn
Listing A.9. MADS Simulation Call File
1 f unc t i on [ fx , cx ] = Problem ( x )
2
3 %I f have MVP, need to add p as an input argument , and to Line 15
4
5 g l o b a l datapass ;
6 % Other g l o b a l v a r i a b l e s
7
8 i f fwe i gh t ing ˜=1
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9 numobject ives=datapass . numobject ives ;
10 end
11
12 %Cal l ABAQUS s imu la t i on here ! ! ! ! !
13 %ABAQUS Main(beam radius , beam th i cknes s , sk in th i cknes s , payload in kg , model number
, r ad iu s in inches , a l t i t u d e in f e e t ) ;
14 t i c
15 [ output abaqus ] = ABAQUS Main( x (1 ) , x (2 ) , x (3 ) , 0 . 1 , datapass . incr num , 24 , 1000) ;
16 toc
17 datapass . incr num = datapass . incr num + 1 ;
18 %using a e r o g e l s − con s id e r us ing only 2 d e c i s i o n v a r i a b l e s and making the
19 %appropr ia t e changes to ABAQUS Main, Problem mod , Problem Omega
20
21 % changing mate r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
22 % t i c
23 % [ output abaqus ] = ABAQUS Main Mat( x (1 ) , x (2 ) , datapass . incr num , 60 , 0) ;
24 % toc
25 % datapass . incr num = datapass . incr num + 1 ;
26
27 [ f , cx ]=Prob mod ( output abaqus , x ) ;
28 format long
29 di sp ( ’ Design Vector (X) : ’ )
30 di sp ( x ) ;
31 % disp ( f ) ;
32 di sp ( ’Frame Weight ( kg ) : ’ )
33 di sp ( output abaqus . weightframe ) ;
34 di sp ( ’ Skin Weight ( kg ) : ’ )
35 di sp ( output abaqus . we ightsk in ) ;
36 % disp ( output abaqus . we ightvo l ) ;
37 di sp ( ’ Buoyancy ( kg ) : ’ )
38 di sp ( output abaqus . buoyancy ) ;
39 di sp ( ’Max Frame D e f l e c t i o n (mm) : ’ )
40 di sp (1000∗max( s q r t ( output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U( : , 5 ) . ˆ2 + output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U
( : , 6 ) . ˆ2 + output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U( : , 7 ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ) ; %disp lacement
41 di sp ( ’Max Skin D e f l e c t i o n (mm) : ’ )
42 di sp (1000∗max( s q r t ( output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 5 ) . ˆ2 + output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 6 )
. ˆ2 + output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 7 ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ) ; %disp lacement
43 % disp ( ’ Nonl inear Equations (Frame Stre s s , Skin St re s s , W/B) : ’ )
44 di sp ( ’ Nonl inear Equations (Frame Stre s s , Skin S t r e s s ) : ’ )
45 di sp ( cx ) ;
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46 di sp ( ’W/B with payload : ’ )





52 r e turn
Listing A.10. MADS Objective Function File
1 f unc t i on [ f , cx ] = Prob mod ( output abaqus , x )
2
3 g l o b a l s e t3 ;
4
5 %f (1) , f ( 2 ) , . . . are the o b j e c t i v e f u n c t i o n s w/out no i s e .
6 % Changing beam/ sk in geometry
7 f ( 1 )=output abaqus . weight / output abaqus . buoyancy ;
8 f ( 2 )=max( s q r t ( output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U( : , 5 ) . ˆ2 + output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U( : , 6 ) . ˆ2
+ output abaqus . frame ( end ) .U( : , 7 ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ; %disp lacement
9 f ( 3 )=max( s q r t ( output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 5 ) . ˆ2 + output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 6 ) . ˆ2 +
output abaqus . sk in ( end ) .U( : , 7 ) . ˆ 2 ) ) ; %disp lacement
10
11 % Changing mate r i a l p r o p e r t i e s
12 % f (1) = −x (1 ) ;
13 % f (2) = −x (2 ) ;
14
15 %This would be used i f you had non−l i n e a r c o n s t r a i n t s .
16 %change denominator based on mate r i a l used f o r sk in and frame , the number
17 %used i s the y i e l d s t r e s s
18 cx (1 ) =(max( output abaqus . frame ( end ) . S ( : , 2 ) ) /3 .8 e9 )−1;
19 cx (2 ) =(max( output abaqus . sk in ( end ) . S ( : , 2 ) ) /50 e9 )−1;
20 %use f o r mate r i a l opt
21 % cx (1) =(max( output abaqus . frame ( end ) . S ( : , 2 ) ) /3 .0 e9 )−1;
22 % cx (2) =(max( output abaqus . sk in ( end ) . S ( : , 2 ) ) /3 .0 e9 )−1;




Listing A.11. Input Python Script for HPC Runs
1 # Job
2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
3 mdb. Job ( atTime=None , contac tPr in t=OFF, d e s c r i p t i o n=’ ’ , echoPr int=OFF, e x p l i c i t P r e c i s i o n
=SINGLE, h i s t o r y P r i n t=OFF,
4 model=model name , modelPrint=OFF, mult iprocess ingMode=DEFAULT, name=job name ,
nodalOutputPrec i s ion=FULL,
5 queue=None , s c ra t ch=’ ’ , type=ANALYSIS, userSubrout ine=’ ’ , waitHours =0, waitMinutes=0)
6
7 # Write Input F i l e ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
8 mdb. jobs [ job name ] . wr i te Input ( )
Listing A.12. Output Python Script for HPC Runs
1 # Writes nodes coo rd ina t e s f o r each in s t anc e in s epara te f i l e s
2 f o r name , i n s t ance in assembly . i n s t a n c e s . i tems ( ) :
3 f = open ( ’ r e s u l t s ’ + s t r (name) +’ n o d e s c o o r d i n a t e s ’ + s t r (name1) +’ . dat ’ , ’w ’ )
4
5 i f buckle == 1 :
6 # Buckl ing Eigen Values
7 f = open ( ’ b u c k l i n g e i g e n v a l u e s . dat ’ , ’w ’ )
8 f o r num in odb . s t ep s [ stepname ] . frames :
9 f . wr i t e ( ’%s \n ’%(num. d e s c r i p t i o n ) )
10 e l s e :
11 # Writes the Displacement f o r each in s t anc e f o r each Frame
12 f = open ( ’ r e s u l t s ’ + s t r (name1) +’ U . dat ’ , ’w ’ )
13 f . wr i t e ( ’LPF( or increment ) Ins tance Node U1
U2 U3\n ’ )
14 f o r frame in odb . s t ep s [ stepname ] . frames :
15 l p f = frame . frameValue # load f a c t o r
16 f o r node in frame . f i e ldOutput s [ ’U ’ ] . va lue s :
17 f . wr i t e ( ’%f ’%( l p f ) )
18 f . wr i t e ( ’ %s ’%( node . i n s t anc e . name) )
19 f . wr i t e ( ’ %d ’%( node . nodeLabel ) )
20 f . wr i t e ( ’ %.12e %.12e %.12e\n ’%( node . data [ 0 ] , node . data [ 1 ] , node . data
[ 2 ] ) )
21
22 f . c l o s e ( )
23
24 # Writes e lements s t r e s s S1 , S2 , S3 , Mises , Tresca f o r each in s t ance f o r each
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Frame
25 f = open ( ’ r e s u l t s ’ + s t r (name1) +’ S . dat ’ , ’w ’ )
26 f . wr i t e ( ’LPF( or increment ) Ins tance Element Mises\n ’ )
27 f o r frame in odb . s t ep s [ stepname ] . frames :
28 l p f = frame . frameValue # load f a c t o r
29 f o r element in frame . f i e ldOutput s [ ’S ’ ] . va lue s :
30 f . wr i t e ( ’%f ’%( l p f ) )
31 f . wr i t e ( ’ %s ’%( element . i n s t anc e . name) )
32 f . wr i t e ( ’ %d ’%( element . e lementLabel ) )
33 f . wr i t e ( ’ %.3 f \n ’%( element . mises ) )
34
35 f . c l o s e ( )
Listing A.13. Output Python Script for Non-HPC Runs
1 # Extract Outputs
2 ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
3 # Opens the ODB and e s t a b l i s h e s the frame
4 odb=s e s s i o n . openOdb(name=job name odb , readOnly=False )
5 assembly = odb . rootAssembly
6
7 # Writes the Displacement f o r each in s t anc e f o r each Frame
8 f = open ( ’ r e s u l t s ’ + s t r (name1) +’ U . dat ’ , ’w ’ )
9 f . wr i t e ( ’LPF( or increment ) Ins tance Node U1 U2
U3\n ’ )
10 f o r frame in odb . s t ep s [ stepname ] . frames :
11 l p f = frame . frameValue # load f a c t o r
12 f o r node in frame . f i e ldOutput s [ ’U ’ ] . va lue s :
13 f . wr i t e ( ’%f ’%( l p f ) )
14 f . wr i t e ( ’ %s ’%( node . i n s t ance . name) )
15 f . wr i t e ( ’ %d ’%( node . nodeLabel ) )
16 f . wr i t e ( ’ %.12e %.12e %.12e\n ’%( node . dataDouble [ 0 ] , node . dataDouble
[ 1 ] , node . dataDouble [ 2 ] ) )
17
18 f . c l o s e ( )
19
20 odb . c l o s e ( )
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Appendix B. Code Tutorial
AFIT Specifics
The code does not run on the C Drive, most likely due to write permissions, so
the code must be placed on the I Drive or maybe another shared drive. The I Drive
is your best bet; it is confirmed to work. Runs take about 20 minutes per iteration,
so letting the computer work overnight is almost inevitable.
If you are running into issues and have the python2abaqus modelname.py script
available for the run you are trying to do, try running the code line by line in ABAQUS
CAE on the bottom tile of the program, use the >>> button. This process gives
better error information than trying to run ABAQUS through MATLAB.
Running the Code
The files that are altered and run are: nmads2.m, ABAQUS Main.m, ABAQUS Main Mat.m,
Problem.m, Prob mod.m, and Problem Omega.m.
Nmads2.m is the main file that runs the rest of the code. In the nmads2.m file,
the following settings are changed based on the problem:
• ncnum=3; Number of non-linear constraints in the Problem file
• datapass.numobjectives=2; Number of objectives - change based on problem
type
• set3.nFunc=40; FEval limit for solving any of the searches for the utopia
• set3.nPoints=5; Number of points to use in the SEARCH step
• secondlim=50; FEval limit for solving any of the searches for filling gaps (i.e.
the single objective formulations once the utopia is found)
• datapass.indiffs=ones(1,datapass.numobjectives)*10; Use 10 bins - change based
on problem type
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• datapass.stx =[0.008; 0.0002; 0.0002]; col vector starting iterate [beam radius,
beam thickness, skin thickness] in m
• datapass.stx=[400; 400]; col vector starting iterate [frame properties; skin prop-
erties]
datapass.indiffs changes the speed that the code converges, where a larger num-
ber means the code runs faster because the zone of acceptable solutions is larger.
set3.nFunc, set3.nPoints, and secondlim change how many iterations are done. set3.nPoints
determines how many search points are used and the other lines indicate how many
total runs should be done. Sometimes the code runs more runs than the sum of
set3.nFunc, set3.nPoints, and secondlim but the run total will be close to that sum.
ABAQUS Main is used when the code is being used to optimize the beam ra-
dius, beam thickness, and skin thickness for given materials, altitude, and radius.
ABAQUS Main Mat is used when the material is being optimized. The type of prob-
lem being run, optimize structure or material, changes which datapass.stx line is used.
The first line is for the optimization of the structure, the second is for optimizing ma-
terials. Comment out the line not in use. This setting is the starting value for the
optimizer.
Additional changes in ABAQUS Main Mat can be made to change the size of the
beams and the skin. These changes are made in lines 152, 155, and 156. This may
be needed to find a solution that converges in ABAQUS for large radii.
Similarly, many other files have duplicated lines where one line is commented out
based on the problem type. In Problem Omega, the constraints of the problem depend
on problem type. The code below shows when the optimization of the structure code
is running. L and U are the lower and upper bounds respectively. When using
graphene, the skin thickness limits are drastically changed as shown in the last group
of constraints.
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For varying beam size and skin thickness
• A = [eye(n);0.02 -1 0;-0.025 1 0];
• l = [0.008;0.0002;0.0002;-100;-100]; beam radius, beam thickness, skin thickness
• u = [1;1;1;0;0]; beam radius, beam thickness, skin thickness
For varying material properties
• A = [eye(n); 1 -1; -1 1];
• l = [10;10;-Inf;-Inf]; frame rho, skin rho
• u = [300;300;10;10]; frame rho, skin rho
Using graphene
• A = [eye(n);0.02 -1 0;-0.025 1 0];
• l = [0.008;0.0002;0.00000000033;-Inf;-Inf]; beam radius, beam thickness, skin
thickness
• u = [0.01;0.00025;0.000001;0;0]; beam radius, beam thickness, skin thickness
In Problem, the choice of ABAQUS Main or ABAQUS Main Mat is made.
ABAQUS Main(beam radius in m, beam thickness in m, skin thickness in m,
payload in kg, model number, radius in inches, altitude in feet);
• tic




• datapass.incr num = datapass.incr num + 1;
Changing material properties (frame density (kg/m3), skin density (kg/m3), model
number, radius in inches, altitude in feet)
• tic
• output abaqus = ABAQUS Main Mat(x(1), x(2), datapass.incr num, 30, 0);
• toc
• datapass.incr num = datapass.incr num + 1;
In Prob mod, the following code is changed. It shows that in the structure op-
timization, the objectives are to minimize the weight-to-buoyancy ratio, minimize
frame deflection, and minimize skin deflection. The objectives in the material prop-
erty optimization is to maximize the frame and skin densities. The choice in problem
changes datapass.numobjectives in the nmads2 file.
Changing beam/skin geometry
• f(1)=output abaqus.weight / output abaqus.buoyancy;
• f(2)=max(sqrt(output abaqus.frame(end).U(:,5)2 + output abaqus.frame(end).U(:,6)2
+ output abaqus.frame(end).U(:,7)2)); displacement
• f(3)=max(sqrt(output abaqus.skin(end).U(:,5)2 + output abaqus.skin(end).U(:,6)2
+ output abaqus.skin(end).U(:,7)2)); displacement
Changing material properties
• f(1) = -x(1);
• f(2) = -x(2);
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Also in the same file, the nonlinear constraints are added. The constraints are to
prevent the max stress from exceeding the material yield stress for the frame and the
skin. In the material optimization, the weight to buoyancy ratio becomes a constraint
instead of an objective. The number of constraints here changes ncnum in the nmads2
file.
Change denominator based on material used for skin and frame, the number used
is the yield stress
• cx(1)=(max(output abaqus.frame(end).S(:,2))/3.8e9)-1;
• cx(2)=(max(output abaqus.skin(end).S(:,2))/3.0e9 )-1;
Use for material opt
• cx(1)=(max(output abaqus.frame(end).S(:,2))/3.0e9)-1;
• cx(2)=(max(output abaqus.skin(end).S(:,2))/3.0e9)-1;
• cx(3)=(output abaqus.weight/output abaqus.buoyancy)-1;
If you are trying to run the code with solid tubes or wanting to change materials,
hard edits need to be made to the ABAQUS Main file by changing which material is
not commented out and altering lines 116 and 117 as required for whatever edit was
made. Changing to solid tubes involves editing lines 138-140.
Interpreting Results
When the run is completed, two structure arrays, Multi MADS and nMADS Results,
should be in the workspace. These arrays have some information, but the majority
of the information from the run is in the Problem Cache.mat file. This file has a row
for each iteration and gives the design vector, nonlinear constraint evaluations, and
objective evaluations. By running the same code over, starting at a different initial
point, addition rows of data will be added to the Problem Cache.mat file without
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removing previous work. The Problem Cache.mat file must be deleted or moved out
of the main directory prior to switching major variables on a run (like optimization
type, radius of the structure, altitude, essentially anything hard coded).
The most useful data file for looking at results is Problem Cache.mat. This file
will be generated after the initial search for utopia, so after the number of runs is
greater than set3.nFunc + set3.nPoints.The information for the run is put in an array
called iterate, as shown in the figure below. The first column is the design vector,
which contains all of the variables that the program changes. In the hexakis problem,
the x vector is the beam radius, beam thickness, and skin thickness. The type column
shows if the iteration is an initial point (0), a search point (S), or a poll point (P).
The columns f and param show the objective values of the formulation and will be
identical if there is just one objective. Param will have all of the objective values if
multiple objectives are used, while the value if f will not show the multiple objective
values. The column c shows the value of any nonlinear constraints, where answers
less than zero are feasible.
Additional results are printed to the command window in MATLAB, giving infor-
mation on the design vector, deflections, stresses, weights, and buoyancy. This data
should be copied from the command file and put into a notepad document, as some of
this data is not saved for each run. Individual notepad documents with the materials
properties, radius, beam geometry, and skin thickness are created for each iteration.
You can use these to see how the optimization progressed.
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